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OcTOBER ExAMI ATION QuESTIONS FOR INDIA rA,

· 0. P. McAULEY.

PUBLISHED AT THE

f Qdi<Sli2Gt NorrlfGtl

8c~ool 1

lLLP~~blloA.,

ENTERED AT THE POST•OF'F'ICE AT VALPARAISO, IND., AS SECOND CLASS NATTER .

BUSINESS DIRECTORY_
MRs. N. B. FOSTER, Fashionable Milliner

H. M. BEER, M. D., Physician and Surgeon.

and Dress Maker.

Office, Cor. Chicago and Lafayette Sts.

ro. 8, S. Washington St., up stairs.

L. W. ELLIOT, l\1. D., H omeopathic Physician and Surgeon. •
Office and Residenct>, over Freeman's Store,
Cor. Main and Franklin • ts.

MRs. TRUEDELL, Teacher of the French
Language. Terms reasonable. S. E. Cor. Main
and Locust Sts., Valparaiso, Ind.

A. P. LETIIERMA , M. D.
Office, North side of Main St., opposite front
door of Court House, over Specht and Finney's
Store. Residence, Cor. \Vashington and Erie Sts.

A. PARKS. Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition,
Cartridges, Guns to rent, Keys of all kinds fitted,
Trunks repaired, Umbrellas repaired and covered new.
East of the Post Office, up stairs.

Dr. LY"'IAN R. PALMER.
Re idence, 38 Calumet St., opposite the High
School building.

R. L. FELTO
rigs, LO\Y rates.

A. W. VINCK TT, M. D.

S. W. Cor.

Office, Cor. Main and Franklin Sts , Valparaiso, Indiana.
J. A. WALKER.
Diamonds, Watches and Fine Jewelry.
Cor. Store.
W. H. McCLURE, \Vatchmaker.
Formerly with the Elgin Watch Co.
Valparaiso, Indiana. East ~lain St.

L. \V. BLOCH'

trial.

30 and 32 \V. l\1ain St.

Stuuenls it will take you many terms to learn
German, Latin and Greek on College Hill, but
in 20 minutes you can learn all you need know
concerning such goods a you may require, at the
Chicago ~ lore.
Sign of the American Flag.

MISS JE SIE DRAGO, Fashionable Dress
Maker.
Over the Post Office.

THE SHELDON SERIES.
Sbe-Jdon'l" lUodea·n School Readers.
[5 hooke.] Containing on -third more reading
matter thnn any other 5-book eries.
Slteldon'"' AJ•itlunetics. Two Hook.~.
The mo t attrncti\·e ·cries ever i ned.
Sheldon's Algebras.

rles.

team Laundry.

J. T. MASSEY, Barber Shop. Ladies and
Children's hair cutting. Shampooing. Razors
put in order. Hot and Cold Baths for Ladies
and Gentlemen. Give u a call.
To. 6, West Main t.

"STCTTERI1 G JIM," the funniest song published. 1\Ir. Heritage ' s great character song.
Regular price 40 cts. 3rd edition going fast.
Addre s THE IDEAL Music Co., Valparaiso,
Ind. Lock BoxY.

'l'BE ELEMlmTS OF ALGEliRA.

1ain anu Michigan Sts.

Should you want a nice clean shirt, give us a

M. L. McCLELLAND, makes a specialty of
Life, Fire, Accident and Plate Glass Insurance.
Representing only fir t class companies.

THE CoMI'LETE ALGEBRA.

Good

BELL BROS. Livery Feed and Sale Stable.
Good rigs at reasonable rates. Baled hay, straw,
grain and grnund feed, kept on hand for sale.
East Main St. Opp. T. B. Louderback's. hop.

In

Tbi i not a 2-book eriec:; of AlgClbnt , a the
Complete an<l Elem~Ht.~ uf Aloel>ra arE' the same,
pag-e for pa~w a. far a' the EZenuntary goes.
The e algebra nre eimplc and clean cut, with
fre b and attractive examples.
Sheldon's 'vord Studie~>~.
Tbi is the be t and mo t u eful ~ polling Book
ever publi bed.
Dr. Elroy lll. very'~ Physical Science Se•

Livery and Feed.

Party wagon for Picnics etc.

I

THE BEST AND FRESHEST TEXTBOOKS IN THE MARKET,

Patterson's Advanced Granunar and
Rhetoric.
Patterson'_.;; Elements of GraJnJoar and
Con1posi tlon,
Stodrlat'd's Ne'v Intellectual Arithmetic.
This book ha been Yer·y carefully revi ed. All
the at1.racti,·e features which made this the mot
popular Intellectnul Arithmetic of its day ba,·e
been retained.
New Series German Tt>xt•Books.
By Prof. H. J. 'chmitz. Element ot the German Lanuuage. - First and 'econd Books now
ready. The two part will be bound together. and
al o sold eparately.
Dr. D • .J. Hill's Rhetoric, LQgic, and
P

yl'bolu~y.

SHELDON &. CO ., 185 AND 187 WABASH AVE ., CHICAGO .

I

_I

AD VERTISIN G DEPA RTM ENT.

I

NORMAL BOOK STORE,
\1 a)paraiso, fl)dial)a,
--HAS OPENED lr - -

J:::TE\JZ EUILDIJ:::TG
- -WITH A N - -

- -

CHIEFLY OF--

!§inc ~ nen-. ~ , ~nnk@ in ~inc ~ irulin ~& , a nd ever -p
f~in~ in t~e hunk line § uifahlc f n -t? a

WE HAVE ALSO ENLARGED OUR FACILITIES FOR

~~BOOK MAKING, ~~:/

Ruline;, Printine;, Binding.
We .llfanufacture a line of TABS, . MALL BLANKS, STUDENTS JOTE BOOKS, REPORTING BOOKS, GRAMMAR BOOKS, SCRATCH BOOKS, ETc. For u e in cho,11·.
Manufacturing Commercial Blanks FOR THEOH.Y l 1 SCHOOL i our specialty. Our
J

!ine for 'chool is worked on the best paper and listed the lowest of any Commercial Blanks made.
They are now imitated by many other manufacturers. To avoid this imitation, sec that each sheet
of paper is water marked, "Sunny Side Mills." In this line we make a JoURNAL, LEDGER, D,\ v
BooK and CASH BooK, ~ quire paper, pressboard cover, listed at 10 cents ·each. In leather and
marble paper, board binding , 12~cts, per quire. Crown cap, heavy paper, leather !Jack and
marble paper sides, over-reaching covers, digit line ruling, ~ and Yz page Accounts in Ledgers,
and indexed on edge, 1 6}~ cents per quire . Same in doth in place of marble paper, but with
leather corners, 25 cents per quire 48 pages per quire. Our line of otes, Drafts, Receipts, Checks
and other blanks have been so extensively called for that we are making engraved forms, giving
the appearance of lithographic work. These are listed at 5.00 per 100 books, 36 in a book. Our
Bills Payable and P eceivable, Bill Head Tabs and Bank Pass Books are the same price, 5 cents
each.

For Bankz'ng,
T ICKLER.' ,

we make,CA. H BooKS, COLLECTION REGI.'TERS,

Dr

COUNT BooK ·, LEDGERS, AND

I

DIVIDUAL LED-

A lso, Srx- C oLUMN J ouRNAL , Lu fBER
Spec ial Ruli ngs of a n y k ind made t o order.

GER· .

Bo K ,

and

B. F. PERRINE, Book Seller and "tationer,
Valparaiso, Ind .
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~ool\s

full of Gif€ and '[bought.

W~[ltworth's AritGrn~tir2s.
Their motto is mastery, their method is learn to
do by doing.

Stil2kfl~~'s

Word

b~

\fJord.

An improved spelling course in two numbers.
Conservative and original.

1*\optgorpeY'!d's ~r:JeY'IGap jz11stor!::J.

lllementar!d ~essons In llpgllsb.

A panorama of the leading facts, their causes
and their results.

Bright, practical and interesting at every stage
of the course.

:farbell's

Stir2kn£:~'s F\~nd£:rs.
Best in idea and plan, best in matter and make,
best in interest and results.

~essons lp ~anguage.

Expression through written forms made as natural as thought and speech.

Clnssir2s for Childr£:n.

:fbe ~ew Natlopal 1*\usiG Gourse.

Choice literature, judicious notes, large type,
firm binding, low prices.

Studied by more pupils than all other regular
courses togethP.r.

NEW YORK.

BOSTON.

JUST PUBLISHED,

HOUSTONJS
N E

""'\V

CHICAGO.

THE

7\merican 8l{stem
*---of Shorthand.
To supply the increasing demand for stenographers, schools of shorthand and. type writ-

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

ing have been established in various parts of
the country, and, with few exceptions, all business colleges now have a "department of short-

NEW P:C.A.TES, NEW MAPS, NUMEROUS
NEW ILLUSTRATIONS.

hand." A number of systems are taught, but

zation of what a text -book on this subject should
be. It is a bo k that will gladden the hearts of
teachers and pupils. It is concise, comprehensive
up to the times, and in every respect an ideal
text-book.

Repo1·t of tlte Commissioner of Education (Waslt-

Revised to accord witlt tlte latest tltat or Benn Pitman ·is mo1·e generally used titan any otlter in, tltis
teacllings or science.
Houston's New Physical Geography is the reali- country, and may be called tile

A copy of the bool;, .fo1' e~eamination will 1)e sent
by maiL, post-paid, on 1·eceipt of $1.25.

For further information, please address

Eldredge & JJro. 1
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

~'.!l.u&erican

Systent."-Extract f1·om t!te

ington, D. C.), for the year I887-88,

pag~

927.

For catalogue of shorthand publications by
Benn Pitman and Jerome B. Howard, address

The Phonographic Institute,
CINCINNATI, OHIO .

..

ADVERTISIN G DEPA RTMENT.

THE
1\TEW

AMERICAN
YOR~ICA~~l\TCil\Tl\TATI BOOI(

3

PUBLISHERS OF SCH OOL
AND COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS_

A-

C O.~I P

,t\.NY.

THE AMERICAN ao~K COMPANY Publishes Exclusively School ~nd College Text aooks, ~tl~ps & Ch~rts:
including those so well known to the educational public as

THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SEWE ·,
APPLETONS' EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
THE ECLECTIC EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
THE

ATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
HARPERS' EDUCATIO AL SERIES.

Our immense list of popular school books offers opportunity for the selection of just such texts
as will meet the requirements of any particular school or class. New books have recently been added in almost every br anch, and our list is a catalogue of all that is. best in school book literature.
No school board should adopt new books or arrange for supplies of books already in u e without
first corresponding with us for prices and terms. Correspondence from the West and orth-west
may be addressed to our CH ICAGO OFFICE, 258-260 WABASH AVENUE, and will receive prompt
attention.

ffiH E-----------

1. _A_:lv.:[:EIRIO.A.J::-:T

_ _ _..A._D
_ D_ R _E_ s_ s_._ _ _ .

:EOO::K: 0021.[F..AJ::J"~ _

Th Record

Made in an bono:able. w.ay and
upon the basis of mer1t 1 ~, naturally, a source of plPasure and pride. Hence we
congratuhtte the author of Hyde's Practical
Lessons in English upon the pl endid record of
the series. ln the West this fall the books have
been introduced into such cities as Detroit, Mich .;
St. Paul, Minn.; Janesville, Wis.; Sioux City, Iowa;
Kearney, Neb.; Kansas City, Kan.; the entire state
of Washington; Joliet, Ills.; and in Indiana, into
Evansville, Beilford, New Harmony, Hushville,
Connersville, Cambridge City, Noblesville, Michi·
gao City, and into twenty or more countie . Cities
and towns, in the West alone, having a total popu·
lation of over 2,000,000 are now m•ing the books.
(l

~

~We

send FREE sample pages and an

258 and 260 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

V 1\LPJtRAISO
is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago Railway, a main thoroughfare of the
--system known as--

·THE PENNSYLVANIA LINES.·
It is thereby in direct communication with Chicago on the west, with Plymouth, Columbia City
and Ft. Wayne, Indiana; Van Wert, Delphos,
Lima,
pper Sandusky, Bucyrus, Tansfield,
Massillon. and Canton, 0.
On expre s trains Pullman Sleeping and Din ing can; are carried via Valparaiso to

PITTSBURG,
BALTI~lORE,

outline of work in Language for all grades of
Primary, Intermediate and Gra mmar Schools.
Write us for anything you seek.

D. C. HEATH aGo., Fnblishers.
E. E. SMITH,

Gen'l Western Agt.

185 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

WASIIINGTON,
PHILADELPHIA,
NEW YORK.
For complete information regarding rates of
fare and time of trains, apply to
GEO. A. DODGE,

Ticket Agent, Valparai o, Ind.,
JOSEPH 'VOOD,

E. A.. FORD,

General Manager,
GenPral Pas cnger Agt.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
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CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

CHICAGO .
~fo GRAND

TRUN~ R!

THE GREAT 'f RUNK LINE between Valparaiso and all
points East and West.
In rraveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Norm al Sch ool," see tha t
est rates compatible with

l. t

7. *

11. t

5. *

A. llf.

A.M.

P.M.

P.M.

P . M.

P.M.

8 40 10 40

115

300

4 25

8 15

3 40

500

7 00 10 30

23. $

3. *

- - - - - - --- - - - - P.M.

P.l\1.

1
3
5
6

00
45
37
50

1 57
3 50
5 05
555

6 20
8 15
9 30
10 20

- -- - -- P .M .
·~9

12 00
2 30
4 00
503

---

*7 45

- - - - - - - - --- - P .M .

t8 50

10 31

8 21

P .M .

A .M .

12 31

A. IlL

P.M.

3 10

7 30

4 10

P.M.

P.M.

A.M.

24. $

2.

A.M .

A . l\1.

P.M.

9 45 10 ()()

P. M .

550

9 30

510

555

6 45

7 05

A .M .

A .M .

*

A . llf.

•8 ()()

*

8.

P.M.

3 40

500

7 21

35 4 25
50 1 50
30 12 33
30 1128

2 10 3 30
1150 1 00
10 30 10 02
9 35 8 48

00
10
00
14
-

-P .M-. - - - - -

-

--

-6
4
3
2
-- -

A .M .

A . M.

t 11 00

t6 50

-- -- - - -- -- -- -P .M.

A.llf.

•8 00

SAGI NAW
PORT HUR ON

-- -- -- - 7 24

8 59

P.M.

NIAGAR A l!'ALLS

5 07

9 55

7 40

NEW YORK

A.M.

A .M .

ARRIVE .

9 25

6 00

9 50. BOSTON

f Daily

18. t

-- -- -- -- -- -- --

DETR OIT

P.M.

- - -*Daily.

12. t

805

3
12
11
10

A .M.

*7 15

-7 35-

- - - -- - -

6.

A .M.

7 30

SOU'l'H DEND
BATT LE CREEK
LA NS £NG
DURAND

A.M.

50

-- - -

VALPARAISO

*

4. *
A .M.

LEAVE .

CHICAGO

P .M .

11 25 12 40

comfort, speed and safety a t lowfirst class service.

tickets read via above line, and secure

LEAVE.

t8 10

-- --7 16 5 59 12 13
A .M .

A .l\L

A.M.

2 45

115

P .M.

A.M.

P . M.

7 30

800

10 00

6 00

P.l\I.

P .M.

100

A .M.

A.J\I.

700

8 30

9 05

except Sunday .

$Sunday only.

Through Palace Sleeping cars between Chicago and New York-T rains 3, 5, 2, 6; Boston-Trains 3 and 4; Sagi naw
Valley-Trains 5 and 4; Detroit-Trains 4 and 5. Trains 7 and 8 run through solid between Chicago and New York .
Dining Cars on Trains 3, 7, 2, 6 and 8.
For time tables, t ickets, and further Information, apply to J . MoCREE, Agent, Valpar aiso.

GEO. H. R E EVE.
•rra:fllc :uauager.

W. E. DAVIS,
Gen. Pass enger and Ticket Agt.

RIC~L9ATE.

TQeNewjork.Chicago~ St.1ouis R~
GOING WEST.

--------~--------~---------

LOCAL.

12 00 )!.
7 00 P.
9 45

11
6 45 .A. M.
8 44 "
10 30 "
11 10 "
12 30 P . M .
1 50 "
3 01 "
3 43 "
4 36 ..
5 51 ..

NO.

NO. 1 .

M.

"

ou "

6 30
\) 05
10 19
1 29

3.

A. M .

"
..
P.M.

2 ()()

"

3
3
3
4
5

"
"
"
"
..
,,
"
"
"
"

5
5
6
6
8

02
33
53
20
02
37
57
21
54
10

READ THIS SIDE DOWN.

The follow ing is time corrected to June I st, I 89 1.
Trains depart from and arrive at Union Railway Station, Van Buren St., Chicago, and N. Y., L. E. & W.
Ry. Stahon, Buffalo.

I

TRAIN S DAILY

1

Except Sunday.
BUFFALO.
CLEVELAND.
BELLEVUE.
FOSTORIA.
NEW HAVEN.
FT. WAYNE.
SOUTH WHITLEY.
CLAYPOOL.
MENTONE.
ARGOS .
KNOX .
SOUTH WANATAH.
V ALP ARAH:lO .
HOBART.
HAMMOND.
C'HICAGO.

GOING EAST.

No.2.
5
10
7
6

45 P. M .
40 A. M ,
50 ,,
40 "

No. 4.
9 20 P.

LOCAL.

)! ,

6 35
520
2 01

130

12 36
12 06
11 48
11 21
10 40
10 05
9 46

9 21
8 45

..

A.

)!.

6
3
2
1
12
10
9
8

05
58
20
17
30
40
07
15
7 13
6 06

P. M.

"
..
"
A.M .

"
"
"
..

7 :>5

READ THIS SIDE UP.

Through tickets to all poists on sale at principal offices of the company at lowest rates for any
class of tickets desired. Baggage checked to destination.

LEWIS WILLIAMS,
General Supt .,

B. F. HORNER,
General Passenger Agt.,
CLEVELAND, OIDO.

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.
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-------.A. FULL LINE OF-------+

~oi~Q,t ~/~~ a,n() ~u~ ~1:-ug~
CAN BE FOUND AT

SlYliTH ' S, THE DRUGGIST.
FRANHI_.,IN S'1_,REET.

Jilt.

~

mak" the b"t PHOTOGRAPHS and CRAYON
PORTRAITS in all sizes and styles at lowe t prices.

•

Please call and examine our samples whether wishing work
or not.
N o. 27 Union St. ,

~-..::::; done

COLLEGE HILL, Valparaiso, Ind.

HALE .A LLEN,

39 COLLEGE AVENUE ,
VALPARAISO, I NO.,

--DEALER I N - -

Books, Stationery and Students' Supplies of all kinds, also wholesale agent for
- - E . K. ISAACS' " IDEAL PENS."--

WRITE FOR TERM . .:.

THE STUDENT
is issued the first of each month at the

N ortheriJ 11)dial)a NorlJlal School,
VALPARAISO, IND.
/

- --) o( - -

::tv.f:. E. BOG .A.RTE~

:Ei:OITOR AND PVBLISHER.

--) o ~--·

Subscription Price $1.00 a Year.

Single Copies 10 cts.

- - ) or_ __

-

SUBSCRIBE NO"VV.- Address

THE STUDENT,
V ALPARAI

0, INDIA A

6

THE STUDEN T.

'N. H. VA IL,
61Vatc~ ~a/~~~

Repairing

Watches, Jewelry,

Garefull~

L)one.

Si}verwareJ C locks,
etc., etc.

I WANT THE STUDENTS • TRADE,

a nd to get it, k eep in my stock of

~oots and

Shoes

seve ral lines especially
o - - ADAFTED, - -o
for good wear and neat style,

TO STUDENTS' NEEDS.
J . F. T.JILCOTT.,
NO. 9 WEST MAIN S T.

·=·-

W h ~ n lJOU go to g~ t lJOUr l~tt~rs,
drop in a nd see th e beautiful new store of

- '~ rr=~-

Q!

H E K EEPS THE FINEST A, ' D FRESHEST
STOCK OF

CANDIES, TOBACCOS AND FRUITS
-

TO BE FOUND I

VALPARAl 0. - - ·-

-o-

2 b oors South of the P. 0., lVashin gtou St.

- -

=

N

'

~@ wo~U ~~©W ~~@5 fo ~®~~ ~0~@

©f

f &[f]©Jf ~MO~OU'U~~

f©~ ~&oij©~ovu~9 @~®~ lk~r©M~~~ {t© ~~® ~o{tJfo
- - T DE TS ARE R OUE TED TO CALL AND EX

Il.1. E

R 'T CK.--

A DVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

W • G. LETHE){ MAN
C":::::

DRU GG- I~T-~~--GO

W. G. WfNpLE,
~taplB

FOR T ::S:E

F{NE S HOES~~
~.

r!l.

DE L I CI OUS PIES, CAKES. COOlGES
AND CANDIES, ALWAYS FRE SH.

41~dld<J~~~

Just the place to get a tooth3om3 lunch put up.

b.as t S boe Sto re W. MaiD St.

S. E. Corne r lllaln &: Fra nklin S t s .

NO . 2 1.

~ck~·. S. ~-~-i-z.c0,
·Boots and Shoes,·
........o. 7 East .J,Ia in St.,
-

NORTH SI D E CO £TKT HOU SE. -

J buy ancl sell :lor cash.

My goods come direct
f rom man ufacturers. I can offer yo u a larger
asso rtment aml lower 1 r ices th a n mos t
shoe store in tow ns of th is size .

R<'pniring a

~P<'Cialty.

~FOGBPiBS ,

and anGy

Fine Lamps a'ftd Glass warr'.

W. L. Dou2l618
~~r ' ;larr-r ~

The old est est a blished and most
J re liabl e dru g store in Valpa raiso.
Co••ner lUnln and Wa!Oill l n g ton St!il .

TO-------.

J. W. BYLESil/ORTH

1~

7

~1IXED

New an d Secon d Hand B oo ks , S tation e ry, In ks, Pen s, T ablets, Blank
Books, Drugs, Lamps, Noti ons. etc.
A FULL LINE O F S7'UDENTS' SUPPLIES

Ord ers for Books a nd an yth ing k ept in our lin e
promptly fi lled by
56

F irst cht. q wor k at lowe t pr ices

~ UI T ARANTE I<;D . ====

MUDGr:'B GKii uERY,

S'fQ (J IC.

- -CONS TSTI NC O F -

THE LIGHTCAP CO JUP ANY,
ColJeu e &ve., oppo It Colle~e flnlldlng,
Valpat•nl u, I nd.

einaman, the UFuggist,

i•

tlF \ ' \I.PARA I SO,

-FOE- -

is k no\\ n fo r m il es a ro und, a s produc-
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"I advise all parents to have their boys and girls taught ·shorthand writing and type writing.
A stenographer who can type write his notes would be safer from poverty than a great Greek scholar."-CHARLES READE, on "The Com ing Man."
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mechanism, was a bronze medal presented to Mr. W. K . Jenne, the superintendent of the Remington factory.
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CHICAGO, I L L .
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DEVOTED TO

LXTERATURE
FASHION
THE HOUSEHOLD
ENLARGED AND HANDSOMELY ILLUSTRATED
IT AIMS to entertain, instruct, and help the ladies
particularly, and the household gener111ly.
Its Stories are from the pens of some of the MOST
POPULAR WRITERS OF THE DAY, and arc admitted tO be
the best published anywhere.
Its Miscellaneous Articles are instructive and
helpful and include all matters of general interest to
women: from the furnishing of a room to the making of
a dre s or bonnet.
Its Fashion Depat•tment gives the newest and
most stylish designs from the Fashion Centres of Paris,
London, and New York, with full directions, and with
A FULL-SIZE DRESS·PATTERN IN EACH NUMBJIR.

Its Patterns for fancy and needle work, painting,
etc., are numerous and novel, and are a popular feature
of the :M:aaazine.
Its Va luable Articles on Gardening, Ilou ekeeping, the Kitchen, Care of the Sick, etc., are by competent writers.

TERMS, $2.00 PER YEAR
With large reductions when taken in clubs, and a large
variety of choice premiums to those who get up clubs.
Sample copy, with full pa.Jticulars, to those desiring to
get up clubs.
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V .A..LUE, $125.00.
-THE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, with American Add itions and Rev isions thoroughly Americanizing and Revising this great work to i89 1, including Biograph ies of noted Living
Persons, by W . H . DePuy, D . D. LL. D., the widely known Encyclopedia editor. T hi s ed ition,
with its thorough equipment of NEW MAPS brought up to date, makes

THE MOST COMPLE TE EN CYCLOPEDIA. THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN.

·vo'illU"Ell
_We have determined that no one. can offer further exc use for not owning thjs
iW
116 W1
Monarch of Encyclopedias. Wnte for terms of ou r wonderful offer.
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20, 506 Pages ! 10,643 Illustrations ! 671 Maps and Plans! A Digest of the Librar i es of t h e wor ld! COMP LETE AND UNABRIDGED. Costing Originally to
Produce over Three Million Dolla rs.
HOW TO SECURE IT WITHOUT ON E DOLLAR OUTLAY ADDRESS,

S'l'.AR P UB LI SH ING COMP .ANY, 76 Montgomery St., Jersey City, N. J.
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GRE A ,.-r MAGAZINE.

That great American periodical, The Century, is going to outdo its own un rivaled record in its programme for 1892, and as many of its new featu res b egan
with the November number, new reader s should commence with this issue.
I n this number are the opening chapters of
''THE NAULAHKA,''

a novel by Rudyard Kipling, the famous author of "Plain Tales from th e H ills,"
written in collaboration with an American wri ter, Wolcott Balestier. It is th e
story of a young man and a young woman from a "boomi ng" Colorado town,
who go to India he in search of a wonderful jeweled neckla ce, called " the Naulah ka" (from which the story takes its name), and she as a physician to women. Th e
novel describes their remarkable adventures at the court of an Indian maharajah.
Besides this, Tlte Century will print three other novels during the year, and a
great number of short stories by the best American story-writers.
The well-known humorist Edgar Vv. Nye ("Bill Nye'') is to write a series of
amusing sketches which he calls his "autobiographies," the first one of which,
"The Autobiography of a Justice of the Peace," is in Iovember. This number
also contains a valuable and suggestive article on ''The Food-Supply of th e
Future," which every farmer should read, to be followed by a numbe r of others
OF GREAT PRACTICAL VALUE TO FARMERS,

treating especially of the relation of the Government to the farmer, what it is
doing and what it should do. This series will include contributions from officers
of the Department of Agriculture, and other well known men will discuss "The
Farmer's Discontent," ''Cooperation," etc. , etc.
A celebrated panish writer is to furnish a "Life of Columbu ,"which will
be brilliantly illustrated, and the publishers of The CenturJ' have arranged with
the managers of the \Vorld s Fair to print articles on the buildings, etc.
One of the novels to appear in r892 is
A STORY OF NEW YORK LIFE
by the author of "The nglomaniac " and the magazine will contain a great
deal about the metropolis during the year,-among other thin a a series of illu ·
trated article on "The Jews in
ew York . ' In November is an illu trated description of "The Player's Club "founded by Edwin Booth and one of the feature of the plendidly illu tratecl lui tma ( December) number is an article on
"The Bowery."
To get Tltc CcnfliiJ' send the yearly sub cription price (- 4.oo) to The Cenury o., nion quare, ew York, I . Y.
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GENERAL GEORGE H. THOMAS.
H. N.

Atlantic Monthly for September
T HEcontains
an article with the title of

)

this one, written by Captain Henry
Stone, an Assistant Adjutant General
upon Thomas's staff during the last
year of the war. It is written with all
the warmth of feeling that characterizes
every one who ever came under the
influence of that remarkable man.
There are things in the personal memoirs of Grant and Sherman and Logan, which no soldier who ever served
under Thomas can read with any degree of composure.
If Grant's spirit
does look down upon us from some
starry sphere, he must excuse us for
feeling that that estimate of Thomas
was entirely gratuitous. If the writing
served any of his needs, it is well. vVe
do not pretend to guess at what necessities he saw as he looked out over the
coming years; but we, Thomas's old
soldiers, have no uses that we .can turn
it to; and somehow the words of Taci1tus will recur to our minds: "Proprium
humani ingenii est, odi se quem laeseris." Some feeling like this runs through

•

CARVER.

the Atlantic article, or at least shows
itself in one or two places; and yet the
feeling is better not shown. It is not
the spirit which directed the life of the
old hero, whom his soldiers so loved
and venerated. Much better would we
do to imitate the faith and patience and
silence which always marked our old
commander.
"He knew to bide his time,
And can his fame abide,
Still patient in his simple faith sublime,
Till the wise years decide.''

It is utterly true, what Tennyson
sings:
"The world that credits what is done,
Is cold to all that might have been."

But what one need be less disturbed
than Thomas on that account. It has
been said by his old soldiers time and
again, and no one has ever challenged
their truthfulness, that he never made a
mistake; that no movement ordered by
him ever failed, and none that he disapproved ever succeeded; that no troops
holding a position chosen by himself
ever gave up their position to the enemy,

GENERAL GEORGE H
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and none ever failed to take a position members of our own calling. The life
when he asked them to do so j that there of a real man must necessarily be speare no Cold Harbors nor Kennesaw cialized, but it never loses the deeper
Mountains in the annals of his service. identities of the common life, never losThe gigantic figures of the gods no long- es that ''one touch of nature that makes
e~ ride over the plains of Marathon, and the whole world kin." Accordingly, I
the statue of Pallas Athena no longer should like to call the attention of the
frowns eastward over the Aegean ; yet readers of THE STUDENT to a very few
Miltiades and his Athenians have there characteristics of the old Commander,
an immortal home, beyond all touch of whom I once called, as affectionately
calumny and hate.
And yet, with as thousands of others did, Pap ThornThomas, it is not as it has been with as.
almost every other name in history;
First, then, he had a calling, he was
his weakness, for he was human, never a soldier, and he found so much in the
crept into his public life. His friends , calling that he could give no time or atfind nothing to excuse, nothing that is tention to anything which was not nortrivial or mean, nothing which may not mally connected with it. All his hopes,
challenge "that fierce light which beats all his interests were centered in his
upon a throne, and blackens every blot," calling; he had no personal wants which
to search with its most searching beam. his salary did not abundantly satisfy j
All is majestic, perfect intellect, with he looked for no glory, expected no
the purest feeling and a will like perfect- happiness, but what came from faithful
tempered steel. On his side, there is discharge of the duties which his calling
nothing to wait for j history might make made upon him. At the close of the
up her verdict to-day, as the astronomer war, his admirers proposed to make him
can make out his ephemerides for a thou- some money-present, a residence or
sand years to come. It is we who have somethi ng of the kind, as had been done
to wait, till our eyes, like Satan's in the in the case of others; but he would not
garden, grow opener, and our ears get permit it ;-he told them his salary met
rest from the theatrical noise of pro- all his wants, and they should give what
cessions and the bickerings of the real- they wished to give him to his old solestate market. With him, all is living, diers who really needed it. When ret~re are no dying leaves to shake off; peatedly urged to become a candidate
nothing but the swelling buds of an ev- for the great office of president, he unierlasting spring. There are no dead formly refused to enter the political
monuments to be erected to the dead; field, where intrigue has so much to do
it matters little where his ashes lie, on with success, and ' here the great printhe banks of the Hudson, or the Miss- ciples of national policy are lost amid
issippi, or the Potomac. He lives, and the miserable chicaneries of partisan
shall live, where no monument is need- squabble. It is very questionable whethed, in the hearts of men who love their er there was another man in that epoch
fellow-men.
of phenomenal men, who aw so clearThe life of such a man is fruitful of ly as he, or realized so perfectly, the
le sons for all cla es of our country- great principles which had met in mormen, but for none more than for the tal conflict. Lincoln, tanton, Grant,
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Sherman, and the rest of them, had as
children breathed the air which had
nourished the free institutions of the
country; and the interests of their rnaturity, domestic, social, political, economical, were identified with free institutions.
With Thomas, it was very
different. A compatriot of Lee and
Johnson and Jackson by birth and lifetime associations, the only question that
he had to settle was whether or not there
was to be a conflict of principles. That
question once settled, there was "no
variableness nor shadow of turning" in
his course. There was but one circumstance in which his life was more fortunate than Lee's or Jackson's,-in 1852 ·
he married Miss Frances L. Kellogg of
Troy, N ew York, and from what little
we know of his home-life she was a woman entirely worthy of such a man. Of
late years, we have been hearing a great
deal about soldiers' wives, and have
witnessed many melodramatic scenes;
but it may well be doubted whether this
nation owes a deeper debt of gratitude
to any soldier's wife, than to the loving
wife of a soldier who hated all show and
sham. Our obligations, manhood's and
womanhood's, to her may be as profound as to others; though she was only one of the "bravely dumb who did
their deed, and scorned to blot it with
a name."
This devotion to his calling did not,
however, make Thomas a mere specialist, knowing nothing about anything
outside o£ his calling and having no interest in anything but his calling. Inde ed, he could not have been the soldier that he was, had he not been much
more than a soldier. Yet, within his
calling he was a master. It used to be
said of him, that he couid make anything used in his army, and the story
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told of his boyhood is typical of all his
life. He needed a saddle, and, after
watching the workmen at their work,he
made one for himself. Aside from this
practical knowledge of his craft, his acquaintance with whatever sciences could
contribute to the better discharge of his
duties was extensive and accurate, if
not pedantic. He always made himself familiar with the botany and geology of the country in which he was stationed; and few commanders knew so
well as he the relations between civil and
martial law. If one may infer from the
faultless judgment shown in all his military opinions, and the few decisions
which he was given a chance to make
in the wild period of reconstruction, there
was no man in the nation so capable as
Thomas of carrying out the immortal
spirit of the second inau gural address,
"with malice toward none, with charity
for all, with firmness in the right, as
God gives us to see the right." And
now, after the lapse of a quarter of a
century, when we look back and see the
lurid lights of passion and hear the wild
mutterings of folly, we can realize the
country's loss, that the indomitable will,
which broke the surges at Chickamauga,
and · the im perturbable judgment which
waited for the storm of sleet to blow
over at Nashville and the storm of petulance at City Point and Washington,
could not have had more to do in guiding and shaping the nation's policy
through all that dreadful time.
It was the favorite complaint of those
who tried to belittle Thomas, that l1e
was slow ; the only thing his friends
ever thought it necessary to excuse in
him was, that he was a man of intenses~
passions, which at long intervals and
for a moment would burst out with volcanic violence; that as i\Iacaulay said
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of Lord Somers, ''sometimes while his
voice was soft and his words kind and
courteous, his frame was almost convulsed by suppressed emotions." Sluggishness is not an attribute consistent
·with the nature of such a character;
mercurialness might be. This fierce
passionateness of nature controlled and
ordered by perfect judgment and enli ghte ned will, was really the heart of his
remarkable personality; it was the energy of the earthquake intelligently dir ected along the lines of human interests and toward beneficent ends.
He
certainly made adequate preparations
for ·any work he proposed to do; it is
very doubtful whether he took longer
time to do so than others did, and still
more doubtful whether any other accomplished so much with the expenditure of so little energy, materials of war,
and human life.
His efforts to obtain control of his
passionate nature, developed, as such
efforts honestly and successfully made,
must always develop, some of the very
loftiest phases of human character. He
was tender and gentle as a woman, when
tenderness and gentleness could be virtues. It used to be said, that a child
could get him to do what no one else
could. The story of the little girl in
Illinois is characteristic. Her brother
Bobby had been in an. Illinois battery
from the beginning of the war, and she
was very anxious to see him. They
were going to have a Christmas turkey
in I 864, and so she wrote the old soldier and asked him, if he wouldn't
please let Bobby come and help eat it.
Bobby got his furlough, and she was
made happy.
This struggle to control his own pasions, made him the most mode t of
men, and the most regardful of the

rights of others. He never did an act
to secure his own promotion; but again
and again 'h e refused promotion, sometimes because he thought his promotio n
would be unjust to others, sometimes
because he thought he had done nothing to earn it, and sometimes because
he saw that designing men were trying
to use him for their own personal ends.
He knew that he had been treated unjustly, that commissions had been dated back that others might be placed
over him ; he never complained, he
served faithfully every one placed over
him, he did his duty so well that it
often seemed he was rectifying the mistakes of others while discharging his own
full duty. "There is one thing about
my promotions," he once said to a friend,
"which is exceedingly gratifying.
I
never received a prom otion they dared
to withold."
It has been said, that
this modesty and absence of push and
self-assertion were evidences of timidity
and self-distrust.
Such commanding
abilities as were his, are as well known
to the possessor as to any one else.
And why should he be distrustful of
himself? He never saw a movement of
his ovvn ordering miscarry, and he never
wrote a word exculpatory of himself.
He was . modest as every really great
nature is modest; he knew that Atlas
long ago stopped ''groaning under the
poles of the earth upon his shoulders,"
and wish ed only to do unto others as he
would have others do unto him. His
attitude toward the church was typical
of the enti!e man. He was not a communicant in any church; but would
have united with the Episcopal church
at one time, had he not felt that he
could not then a ume uch solemn duties
with proper calrnne · and freedom from
secular cares. The old hero was doubt-
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less wrong, but how nobly wrong he trust upon the leadership of another.
was; for to what o ther warrior do
History has no record of a battle like
Wordsworth's lines more beautifully ap - the storm ing of Missionary Ridge by
the Army of th~ Cumberland. Grant
p ly?
"Who comprehends his trust, and to the same
and Factotum Badeau have tried to leave
Keeps faithful with a singleness of aim;
the impression, that it was but the leAnd therefore does not stoop, nor lie in wait
gitimate outcome of Grant's orders. In
For wealth, or honors, or for worldly state ;
\Vhom they mustfollow,on whose h ead must fall, one sense, the claim is true, -Grant did,
indeed, wish to get possession of the
Like showers of manna, if they come at all."
This transparent honesty with himself ridge. But the attack, all the same,
enabled him to be honest with others, was made without Grant's orders, or the
especially with his soldiers. He never orders of any one else. The men of
found it necessary to resort to the clap- those four divisions saw, as soon as they
trap of setting an example to his men. had taken the works at the foot of the
He always to ok all the baggage and rid ge, tbat there was only one thing to
equipments necessary to the proper dis- do, -storm the rid ge. They needed no
charge of his duties as commander of orders, they comprehended the situation
the army, and he never suspected that better than Grant did back on Orchard
his men would envy him his fly-tent, Knob. No l eaders but the color-bearwhile they were sleeping under their dog- ers were neeclec1, the whole line of elevtents. He knew that they understood en brigades simultaneously started, and
him too well for that. He never gush- almost simultan eously broke through
It was one
ed over them, but no solLli er ever gave the works on the summit.
him a salute without getting one in re- of the most heroic acts ever performed
turn; none ever hesitated to go to him by an army, but it was not so much the
for any reason but the simple one, they legitimate outcome of any thing Grant
might be intruding upon valuable time . clid, as something very clifferent, - it
When the proper time came, as he once was both fiower and fruit of tbeir own
He had
playfully but proudly said, they would old commander's planting,
"take liberties with him;" and he was always treated them as men, and now
as bashful with them at such times, as they paicl him the ~ighest tribute that
he was with the highest officials of the soldiers could pay their commander, State or the leaders of society. The they showed him that they knew, in the
words that Tacitus applied to Agricola very crisis of battle, what he would orare equally applicable to him: "He pre- der them to do, were he present on the
ferr ed to seem to have found his men field. \Vhat wonder that they loved
honorable rather than to have made him and trustec1 him, when they underthem o ;" anLl they repaid him with a stood what he had trained them to be?
trust and devotion such as few others No, not trained them, for he was no
have ever received. ·w ith his men, it martinet or drill -se rgeant · he had simwas enough to know that he thought a ply shown them how to be soldiers and
position ought to be defended, or ought still be men.
ne " ometime feels, while thinking
to be taken· the position wa ne\·e r given up, or wa · alway taken. ~or was O\'er his life, that it was incomplete, that
this the mere pa ·sivity of mechanical he did not have the opportunitie: to
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show all that he was. That is true
enough, and yet what life that we k n ow
was more comp lete? He died in his office, wearing his uniform, and was off
duty but a few hours. His old soldiers

whose cu rtain neve r outwar d swings ."
Then we will confidently tu rn the loving care over to history and comi ng
men, who sh all
•• \ Vatch, like God, the rolling hours

will guard his name, till we are ready to With larger other eyes than ours,
rejoin him within "the low green tent, To make allowance for us all."

THE LAST DAYS OF THE EARTH.

(A P rophecy.)
CA 1Il.LE FLAMMARION.

THE

earth had been inhabited for
about twenty-two million years, and
its vital history had been divided into
six progressive periods. The primordial age, or formation of the first organisms (infusoria, zoophytes, echinodermata, crustaceans, molluscs-a world
of the deaf and dumb and almost blind),
had taken not less than ten million yea rs
to go through its different phases. The
primary age (fish, insects, more perfect
senses, separate senses, rudimentary
plants, forests of horse-tails and of tree
ferns) had then occupied more than six
million years. The secondary age (saurians, reptiles, bird , forests of coniferre and of cycadaceal) in order to accomplish its work, required two million
three hundrrd thou and years. The tertiary age (mammifers, monkeys, up rior plants, flowers, fruit and sea on )
had l<:tst d half a million year .
The
primiti e human age, the time of national divisions) of barbarism and of militari m, hau filled about three hundred
thon and years ; and the ixth age that
f intellectual humanity, had reigned
for nearly two million year . •
Durin that long succe sion of centu rie the arth had grown older and the

sun had become colder. In the beginning of the ages the terrestrial globe was
entirely covered by the waters of the
ocean. Upheavals caused first islands,
then vast continents, to emerge j the
surface of evaporation diminished in
extent; the atmo phere was saturated with less vapor and could not so
well preserve the heat received from the
sun j so that a gradual decrease of temperature was brought about. During
the first human age three-quarters of
the globe were still covered by water
and the temperature remained high .
But from century to century a portion
of the rain water penetrated through the
soil to the deep rocks and returned no
more to the ocean, the quantity of water diminished, the level of the sea was
lowered, and the screen of atmospheric
vapor afforded only an in ufficient protection to the nocturnal radiation. Th re
re ulted a slow, century-long decrea e
in temperature · and then a spreading
of the ice, which at fir t covered only
the high mountain and the polar region , but little by little invaded the
temperate re ion and in ensibly lowerell the line of perpetual snow.
n the other hand the un the our
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of all light and all heat, radiating perpetually without an instant of cessation,
in the centre of cold, obscure and empty space, slowly lost the calorific power
which caused the earth to live. Of an
electric and almost bluish white, saturated with incandescent hydrogen, during the geological periods which witnessed the appearance of terrestrial life,
it gradually lost that dazzling whiteness,
to acquire the color, perhaps apparently warmer, of glittering gold, anJ such
was its real color during the first three
hundred thousand years of human history. It then became yellower and even
reddish, consuming its hydrogen, oxidizing itself, metallizing itself.
This
slow transportation of its photosphere,
the increase of its spots, the diminution
of its protuberant eruptions, brought
about a correlative decrease in the emission of its heat.
In consequence of these various causes the terrestrial tern perature had, from
century to century, become lower. The
geographical aspect of the globe had
metamorphosed it elf, the sea having
several times taken the place of the land,
and vice versa, and the extent of the sea
having considerably diminished, and
been reduced to less than a quarter of
what it was at the advent of humanity.
The seasons which had begun in the
tertiary age had perpetuated themselves
through the centuries, but with a decreasing intensity for the ummer heat.
limate in ·ensibly approached each
other near the equator· thegla ial zones
inexorably forced ba k the temperate
zones to the place of the ancient torrid
zone.
Warm valley· and equatorial
regions alone were habitable. All the
re t wa fr zen.
From century to century humanity
had attained form of exqui ite beauty

and no longer worked materially. A
network of electricity covered the globe,
producing at will all that was needed.
It was then a unified race, entirely <.}ifferent from the rude and heterogeneous
races that had characterized the first
period. Doubtless the absolute equality
dreamed of by the poets had not been
attained, and there were still superior
and inferior beings, seekers and indifferent men, active and inactive men, but
there were no more scandalous unfortunates nor irremediable miseries.
About the year 2, 2oo,ooo after Jesus
Christ, the last great focus of human
civilization shone in the centre of equatorial Africa, in the brilliant city of untown, which had already been several
times raised again from its ashes. It
was more than a hundred thousand years
since the spots where Paris, London,
Rome, \ rienna, and ew York ha<l stood
were buried beneath the ice.
The capital of thi aristo ratic republic had attained the last limits of a luxurious ancl voluptuous civilization.
Leaving far behind it the childish amusements of Babylon, of Rome, and of
Paris, it hacl thrown itself heart and soul
into the mo. t exquisite refinements of
pleasure and enjoyment· and the results of progre s, the achievements of
science, art, and industry had, during
several centuries, been applied to raising all the joys of life to their maximum
of intensity.
Electricity, perfume ·,
music, kept the senses in a state of overex itement, so that under the brilliant
light of enchanting night ·, as beneath
the veiled shadows of the day, the nervous system ould no longer find a mo ment's rest, and about their twenty fifth
year men and women dropped dead of
total exhaustion.
Percei \in " the in~
reasing ol<lnc ·. of the planet and the
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approach of eternal winter they had
early maintained about themselves a
warm and oxygenized atmosphere, milder and more exciting than the old breezes
from the woods and prairies, had lived
more rapidly and rushed more rashly to
the inevita.b le end.. The elegance of
· costumes, the beauty of forms, had
gradually risen to an unexpected perfection in consequence of a passional
selection, which seemed to have no other object than immediate happiness.
Some of the women of the lower classes
alone remained in condition to undertake the duties of motherhood, fashion
having for some time been able to suppress the necessity in the upper social
spheres.
Then it was seen that the women of
the lower classes were the first to feel
t]1e Jeadly effects of invading cold, and
the day came when it was recognized
that amid the blind enjoyment of pleasure no woman was a mother or could
become one. They no longer desired
the inconveniencies of maternity, which
had so long: been left to the inferior
women, and they reigned in all the splendor of their unblemished beauty. It was
only when a law was passed that the entire fortune of the republic would be given to the first woman who would give
birth to a child, that they understood
the irreparable extent of the misfortune
that had befallen the last inhabitants of
the earth.
Doubtle s the end would not have
long delayed its coming, the sterilized
soil being henceforward incapable of
feeding its children. But they were de·Iuding themselves with the t~ought that
perhaps by some ingenious proceeding
it would become possible to put off the
fatal ·period to gain time · and who
knows, they aid, if the climate may not

become better, and the sun again smile
on the unfortunate planet.
But recriminations, regrets, sorrows,
reproaches, accusations, despair -all
were now superfluous. Life had been,
if not dried up at its ~ource, at least
rendered irremediably unfruitful.
A
special congress of the last surviving
members of the Medical Academy produced no satisfactory result. They disputed violently, each member being accused by his neighbor of having lent
himself to the spreading of that insane
fashion; they nearly came to blows ;
as the issue of the meeting the President
of the p.cademy and the chief of the protectors were even compelled to quench
their mutual anger by a duel with swords;
and more than a year was spent in physiological and political discussions without obtaining any result.
But a youth, the last of that race,
young Omegar, born in the lower ranks
of society, came with his mother, already
advanced in age and a rare survivor of
the mothers, and before the assembled
representatives recalled the improvidence of the governors, stigmatized the
public immorality, pointed out to them
the general folly of which the human race
was the victim, and demanded that the
last constructed electric aerostat made
in the government workshops should be
put at his disposal. He engaged to conduct an expedition over the whole of the
equatorial zone which still remained
habitable, and to see whether any human groups still existed on any spot.
The proposition was received with
enthusiasm; a real aerial flotilla was
constructed · and all the strong men flew
away to discover the land of increase.
Alas . the entire earth had di appeared beneath now and ice. Everywhere
the desert, e erywhere solitude, every-
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where silence. Snow followed snow,
hoar frost followed hoar frost. An immense shroud covered the continent and
the seas. Sometimes a solitary peak
rose above the frozen ocean; sometimes
a dismantled ruin, a spire, a tower,
marked the site of a vanished city. Even
tombs and graveyards were no longer
to be perceived; ruins themselves were
destroyed.
Everywhere nothingness,
ice, silence. Days followed days, and
every night the red disk of the sun set
behind the white plain which slowly, at
each twilight, took the violet tints of
death.
Already half the members of the expedition had died of hunger and cold,
when the flotilla thought they saw from
their airy heights an immense ruined
city near an unfrozen river.
They
steered towards the unknown city, and
thought themselves dreaming, when they
discovered on the banks of the river a
group of men walking. A cry of happiness and wonder sounded from every
breast, and in an instant all the aerial
skiffs were tied up by the river banks.
They were received as unexpected
saviors by men who had long believed
themselves to be the only survivors of
terrestrial humanity, looking on with
despair at the las~ days of the world.
At the head of the group stood an old
man enveloped in reindeer skins. Of
commanding stature, his hollow black
eyes shaded by bushy white eyebrows,
with a long beard as white as snow, and
his skull as yellow as antique ivory-it
was felt that his was one of those energetic characters who have endured all
the trials of life without yielding, but
whose heart has bidden farewell to every
hope. However, his countenance lit up
with joy at the arrival of the newcomers.
His sons and their companions threw

themselves into the arms of the aerial
travellers.
They made large fires and seated
themselves at a modest meal composed
principally of fish which had just been
caught. The newcomers informed their
hosts that they were about the last survivors of equatorial Africa, that they
came from the celebrated metropolis
now deserted, and they asked if their
aerial route had not deceived tl1em, if
they had not left the equator, and if
they had landed at the mouth of the
Amazon River, as their calculations indicated .
"My friends," replied the olcl man,
"the ancient Amazon River, whose waters still flow over the circle of the equator, no longer rolls between its shores
the impetuous floods which, if we believe
tradition, caused it formerly to be compared to a sea. A t the period, long
since vanished, when the empire of Brazil, the Argentine Republic, and Columbia flourished in outh America, when
North America was divided into confederated states; when France, England,
Germany, and Ru sia struggled for supremacy in European politics, the ,\tlantic Ocean extended, as we see on the
maps, from the ruins of New Vork to
those of Havre, and from Pernambuco
to Dakar- ruins which are now for ever
buried beneath the ice. The great continent of the\ est Indies was, it appears,
cut up into innumerable small islands,
scattered over an immense sea. The
oceans were far vaster and deeper than
to-day, the rains frequent, the rivers inexhaustible, ice and snow never showed
themselves if!. our country, and the rays
of a beneficent sun fertilized the earth
in its youth, giving birth everywhere to
flowers and fruits, nest and love.
"But now all is over with this planet
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and all the works which have illustrated
its history. The earth revolves more
slowly on its axis, the days have become
longer, the moon is more distant, and
the sun has become colder. The prediction of the astronomers is fulfilled .
The waters of the oceans which the solar
heat caused to evaporate in the atrnosphere,and which gave birth to the
clouds, the rains, the springs, the brooks,
and the rivers, have from century to
century been partially absorbed by the
deep rocks; the air has become drier
and drier, and ceased to be a protecting
cover for the preservation of the heat
received ; the nocturnal and even diurnal evaporation has caused all the heat
borrowed from the sun to radiate into
space, and the cold of the poles comes
gradually nearer and nearer the tropical
and equatorial zones.
"The summits of the mountains had
already been long frozen because above
them the atmosphere was too dry and
too rarefied to preserve the heat; but
life established itself in the plains and
valleys, along the streams which traversed the surface of the globe. The limits of vegetation and, at the same time,
the conditions favorable to life, insensibly descended. The last zone of terrestrial life has been the zone of the
equatorial plains along the thermic equator, which traverses on one side outh
America, where we are, and on the other, entral frica , \vhence you came.
"'Vhen Europe had di appeared beneath the im·ading gla ier coming from
the orth Pole from iberia, from Lapland from the Alp - from the auca u ,
from the Pyrenee ·, being finally reduced to the shores of the ~Iediterranean,
many c nturie had already elap ed ince
civilization had abandoned it to shine
in America, along which continent it

gradually descended. In consequence
of a strange social organization all the
states of Europe had perished in their
own blood; had mutually opened each
other's veins. Some governments had
convinced millions of citizens that the
greatest happiness, the supreme honor,
and the highest glory consisted in wearing uniforms of all colors, and killing
each other to the sound of music. They
believed that until the day when the
Chinese invasion came and confiscated
them like a band of schoolboys.
"The annals of modern times report
that anciently expeditions had been sent
through the ice to find the ruins of Paris, of London, of Berlin, of Vienna, of
St. Petersburg, and that they had principally found forts, barracks, arsenals,
arms, and ammunition on nearly all the
territories. It was doubtless a primitive race hardly differing from the animal races.
"This opinion is, moreover, confirmed by the books of ancient history preserved in the libraries, showing a state
of rude barbarism in the customs of
these populations.
vVe find, among
other things, a long list of curious tortures. Criminals were murdered with
the sword, with poison, or with a remarkable choice of varied weapons.
Then they cut up the bodies into small
pieces. Society in turn killed the criminals in variou ways. Here their heads
were cut off by means of axes, swords
and guillotines ; there they were strangled or hanged ; further on they were
impaled or drowned.
n certain days
of revolution, in the midst of the capital of this pretended civilization, the
victors were een to place the vanqui hed quietly along the walls and -hoot
them down by the hundred. Historian
state that at a period not far removed
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the most civilized nations kept executioners who were exercised in crushing
the limbs, quartering, taking off the
skin, burning with red-hot irons, pulling out the eyes and the tongue, breaking the limbs, and torturing in every
manner the victims, whom they generally
ended by burning in the public squares
on holidays. The commentators are
right in saying that these ancestors of
our species did not yet deserve the title
of men.
"If the end of the world had taken
place at this period, the destruction of
the race would not have been a great
loss. But this ancient race made way
for ours, and we too must perish. \Ve
perish of cold. Sterile nature no longer produces anything. For many centuries past there ha been no more wheat
or vines.
For many centuries there
have been no more pa tures or flocks.
\Ve are now reduced to the last fish.
But," added the old man, "the table
will still outlive the guests, for there are
no new-born babes among us; there are
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actually only men here, those that you
see, the last child of the other sex, my
poor little Speranza, not having survived her birth."
This declaration produced on all the
members of the expedition the effect of
an electric shock. The fall of a thunderbolt in the mid t of the as embly
would not have brought about a greater
confusion.
"What!" cried the chief of th e flotilla.
"There is no longer a single woman
among you?"
"Not a single one," answered one of
the guests.
''\Ve had ju t come," added the young
chief, "in search of female companions
with whom we could associate. Our
country is still wealthy, and had we
foun d but one single wife all the ric he
of our country would have been h e rs."
"You have also no women?"
The travelers exchanged a glance and
remained silent. - Contemporary.
( Concluded next montll.)

l\l.

T has long been an item to which
mericans point with pride that the
taxpayers of ur Republic are not burdened by maintaining a large standing
army.
ur little army at present number
about zsooo enli ted men and nearly
zooo officer . It i divided into three
di i ions of the line viz. cavalry artillery and infantry and into six taf{
corps, viz., hospital corp , ordnance
corps, engin er corps, signal corps,
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quarterma. ter' department, and subsistence department.
Th re are ten regiments of avalry;
five of a rtillery and twenty-five of in fantry. Two r giments of cavalry and
two of infantry are omposed of olored enlisted men with white fficer..
movement ha lately been made to
enli ·t Indians enou'h to compose one
company in each regiment of avalry
and infantry, we t of the 1is. i sippi
but the enlistment f this ra e is rnu h
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· impeded by the fact that they do not
wish to fight against their brothers, as
would be the case in any struggle with
the Red Men. Another reason is that
only about one sixth of the Indians who
present themselves for enlistment are
·able bodied, some of them having almost
all diseases consequent on a person subjected to exposure. Some regiments,
however, have their full quota and the
Indian company is entirely satisfactory.
The different regiments and corps are
distributed in different parts of the United States, most of cavalry and infantry
west of, and artillery east of the Mississippi.
Soldier life differs with post cornmanders, so it can be said posts are the
units of which the army is composed.
The duties of one post are not necessarily the same as another post, as large
discretionary power is granted commanding officers.
There is, however, one chief characteristic of all army posts: That is discipline. It is found in every post, though
it is administered to some more rigorously than to others. The special post
to which my remarks will be referred is
Fort Snelling, Minnesota.
It hardly seems as if the people of
the Twin Cities appreciate the value
of having a garrison of the oldier boy
of Uncle am stationed in their midst.
Should any one top to con ider what
good is derived from having a garrison
here, the number of benefit would be
astonishing. Fir t, it i an ex ellent
place to take young men. The air of
martial life and the uniforms awake a
patriotic feeling in their brea ts. Then
the Regulars are conveniently stationed
at a rail-road center ' here they may be
hurried in any direction to the scene of
disturbance. To the Twin
ities the

soldiers give their pay, which is no small
item.
Soldiers are proverbially extravagant,
and the six thousand dollars that form a
monthly pay roll, for enlisted men alone
in a post the size of Fort Snelling all
goes to the merchants and other citizens
in St. Paul and Minneapolis.
To a smaller place soldier trade is a
boon, and is much sought after. While
the amount mentioned includes soldiers
only, a large sum is spent monthly by
the officers.
Few people, comparatively, come out
to Fort Snelling to see the dress parades,
battalion drills and other military ceremonies. There is very little encouragement for the men to strive to excel in
drill and marching if they cannot show
off in front of the people who give them
their pay.
·
The road up to the fort winds through
a dense grove and thick growth of underbrush on the lowlands till the ascent
of a long hill leading to the bluff is begun. This bluff road leads by the old
burned bakery-of which is left as a
land mark the tall white-pointed brick
chimney, and on the right is the old
cave of which harrowing tales are handed down to posterity. Once on top of
the bluff, the old post-the first settlement in 1inne ota-appears to be in a
safe place for defense.
A walk around the parade ground and
a peep into the buildings that used to
be gay with the song and laugh of the
light-hearted soldier, show an immense
amount of material meant to destroy
that gayety in the ilence of death.
11
of the building are now u ed a a storage depot for the ordnance of the Department of akota.
Leaving the old po t the sutler store
is pas ed. This building u ed to be one
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of the gayest places in the garrison, and
was the lounging place for all off duty.
In the lower wing was the officers' club
and upstairs, their mess, while the upper wing was given over to the soldiers,
the main building being used as a store
and post office. The veranda in' front
of the store used to be alive every afternoon with handsome warriors listening
to the tales of the war and early frontier
life from the old fellows now laid up
from the effects of damp ground, hard
marches and poor water.
The sutler's store is now a thing of
the past owing to Secretary of War
Proctor who established a couple of
years ago the Canteen system. The
Canteen is seen back of a small g rove
just below the administration building.
Under the management of Lieut. Cooke
it has developed into the model Canteen
for all the army. The building, erected especially for the purpose, is divided into departments each having a head,
and the whole is under a Canteen steward who is directed by the orders of
Lieut. Cooke. Nearly every article required by a soldier is for sale at the
Canteen. Just in front of the Canteen
is the new guard-house, its doors yawning for the unfortunate offenders of military rules.
From the administration building are
issued all the orders concerning the garrison.
Here are the offices of the
commanding officer, Col. C. E. Mason,
his adjutant, Lieut. C. \V. Kennedy,
his quartermaster, Lieut. Arthur \Villiam s, and the commissary office, and
the court martial rooms. The wooden
building next to and in the rear the headquarter is the chapel and post hall. In
this are held the hops that make the
winter evenings pass so quickly and
gaily. Here it is that all entertainments

are given and the regular weekly band
concerts held during the winter.
The barracks of white brick, with corrugated iron roofs painted reel, line the
left side of the road and on the right,
with handsome lawns in front, are the
quarters of the officers.
The garrison of Fort Snelling consists
of the Third Regiment of Infantry, U.
S. Army. The Indian company is stationed at Fort Sully, S. D. The life of
this post is as regular as the striking of
a clock. Our day begins with reveille
at sunrise, and ends at I I o'clock at
night, when "taps" is sounded . Just as
the sun pops over the hills in the east,
the orderly trumpeter sounds first call
on his trumpet and the barracks that
have a minute before been in silence
are thoroughly alive with soldiers hurrying to get into their uniforms, and
hurriedly getting down stairs to "fall in"
for reveille roll call. The full corps of
trumpeters now begin that lively reveille, followed by the assembly, after
which the roll is called and reports of
the same are given to an officer, usually
the officer of the day.
Breakfast is served soon after the matutinal toilets have been made. The
mess hall differs in nearly every company, though there is enough sim ilarity to
make it evident that discipline extends
to the mess and kitchen.
oldiers cat
at long wooden tables that are as white
and clean as soap ancl water, applied
three time a day, can make them.
Heavy china dishes are used, and on
gala days private company rhina and
table cloths enhance the attra tiveness
of the table. The mess is an important
feature of army life ancl the company
" feeding best is best everything", as
soldiers ·ay. It depends great! y upon
the company commander and the com-
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.pany funds derived from sale of unused
rations and proceeds of the Canteen,
whether the mess is a good one or merely "government straight." The latter
expression means that nothing but the
regular ration is served. It is impossible to describe what food is given to a
company,as what is served in one mess
might differ from that of another.
After breakfast, sick call is sounded,
later, fatigue call, and at 9 o'clock the
prettiest ceremony of army life is enacted. It is that of Mounting the Guard.
The ceremony is full of interest to the
civilian , and to the soldier who enters
into it with the right spirit it is full of
solemnity as at a post like Fort Snelling, where military convicts are to be
guarded, the duty of a sentinel is one of
responsibility, for should a convict under sentence escape, the sentinel would
be court-martialed and made to serve
the escaped man's confinement. The
instructions and orders given to sentinels have to be memorized and several
time during the term of twenty-four
hours the officer of the guard calls upon
the sentries for their orders. On guard
duty rifie are always carried loaded.
Trumpet alls follow in rapid succession all day. One that is of great importance, and another of ecretary Proctor's order for the benefit of the army,
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is that of enlisted men's school. It is
now obligatory for all soldiers who cannot read and write English, to attend
school daily and learn. A great many
soldiers do not like this and keep away
from school at first. The attendance
at school was finally made a military
duty, and if a soldier on school detail
is absent, he must have an extremely
good reason for his absence, or stand a
court-martial. At sunset on Mondays,
·wednesdays and Thursdays dress pa rade is held, and on Tuesdays and Fridays, battalion drills. The ceremony of
dress parade, as performed by 5 oo men,
including the band, is a grand sight, and
when a large number of spectators are
present the soldiers put forth every effort to make a good showing. The formation is in front of the commanding
officer's house and is usually preceded
by the presentation of colors.
Taken all in all the life of a soldier
is a trying one, in its being so monotonous. Yet we find many who have
served continuously over twenty years
in the army, often in the same company.
Comradeship is shown to exist the same
as with veterans of '6 I.
·w hile our army can not be lauded on
its numbers, it compares favorably with
that of any other nation in condition.

II. v

onsid eration could induce me
to allow one of my hildren to
be educated in an school where Latin
and G reck are a 1 art of th e our e of
study. l\Iy chil lr n are to me as the
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apple of m y eye, and I ha,·e carefully
considered thi que tion in the light of
my duty to giYe them an education ·
and from my :tand1 oint as a father as
a bu ine man, a a practical man, as
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However, . the arguments of the just
a lover of my kind, I fully believe that
a collegiate education is a hindrance, quoted "father, business man, practical
man, and lover of his kind," to prove
rather than a help."
This opinion, recently expressed so that Latin and Greek not only are use vehemently before an association of less, but do actual harm by "perverting
California teachers by a business man, the taste and confusing the vocabulary,"
and in part anticipated by earlier utter- are interesting, as showing to what an
ances of similar purport from the com- extent the current pseudo-practical tenpiler of "Triumphant Democracy" and dencies are going. "It is," he says, "the
the author of "Twenty Years in \Vall absurdity of absurdities to suppose that
Street," puts one on the defensive who our minds are strengthened, our tastes
would say a word for university educa- improvecl,and our knowledge of English
tion. These sentiments, expressed by increased, as much by the study of deacl
one who describes himself as coming languages as by the study of our own
from ''water contracts, railroads, iron mother tongue." And thence the conplants, lawsuits, and a multitude of clusion that his child rcn, at least, shall
other matters," to give his views on ed- not be brought within the baleful innuucation, really voice the opinion of many ence of the dead:languages. But he forgets
that a study of our own mother tongue,
of our Captains of Industry.
If, then, a university education is a our orphan English, cannot be ma<k
mistake, the progress of the world has without a study of its parents, - both
been held back by so much, and is be- dead, - namely,Anglo-Saxon and Latin.
ing retarded now by reason of all the
Keeping clown all the while to the
college-bred men who have lived and "practical'' point of view from which
are living in it. If this be so, then it he speaks, one finds that the particular
would be well to convert Oxford, Cam- illustrations he cites are suggestive of
bridge, Harvard, Yale, and all the rest, their own answers. IIe asserts, as do
into town lots, and if possible eliminate many other practical men, that a col from the sick-room, the pulpit, the press, lege education unfits a man for an ac and the cabinets, of the world whatever tive business life, and points with ap of intellect and character is attributed proval to "one of the most promincn t
to a college education. One might be- bankers in the world, who employs more
gin by taking these elements out of the tban a hundred clerks, and make<; it au
history of our own national legislature. invariable rule to reject all applicants
But if this were too drastic, one might for positions if they arc graduates of
at least renounce Greek and Latin, as colleges.'' And yet the ablest public
being of no "practical" use. To be financier our country has known- he
sure, Aristotle knew something of polit- who established our national creditical science, and the Roman law consti- was hailed as ''The Collegian ~ The
tutes a goodly portion of our own juris- Collegian ! " when in 1 77 4, as a strip prudence to-day. But if these were gone Iing of seventeen, a student of I"ing 's
we should still know how to ue a prom- College in
ew York , he mounted a
issory note, and there would yet be left platform at a ri tical meeting hd<l in or to u the speeche of three hundred der to win over to the Revolution the
Congres men on the Tariff and on ilver. Tory element in that colony.
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Nqr is it difficult to point out other
instances of the power of university
men in public finance. One of the greatest business operations of the century
-the conversion of the English debt, a
few years since-was effected by one
who graduated at Oxford, taking a firstclass in classics,-Mr. Goschen, the
present Chancellor of the Exchequer.
A perplexing politico-financial problem
-one that concerns all the powers of
Europe, has already caused war, and is
an ever-threatening source of diplomatic
dispute, the Egyptian debt-is being
rapidly solved; and a looted treasury,
chaotic procedure, and systematic bribery, have been followed by honesty, order, and a large annual surplus, under
the administration of a frail young Oxford graduate, who is scarcely yet of
middle age,-Mr. Alfred Milner, the
Under Secretary of State for Finance
in Egypt.
In statesmanship, too, a field that demands the highest form of practical
wisdom, it seems hardly probable that
the fathers of the Republic, Adams,
Hamilton, Madison, and Jefferson, were
injured by the years they spent in college. The young student, Sam Adams,
the "Helmsman of the Revolution," on
Commencement Day at Harvard, in
r 7 43, took as the subject of his thesis
for the degree of ·Master of Arts,
"Whether it be lawful to resist the supreme magistrate, if the commonwealth
cannot be otherwise preserved," and in
the presence of the royal governor and
crown officers he asserted the right of
resistence by the people to arbitrary
measures. From that time on he was
the voic.e of the people through all the
struggle preliminary to the "' ar of Independence. In rS87, there was a government commission at work in England

on the subject of the Currency, a topic
that is certainly not a toy for the "unpractical" to play with. And yet it was
the chairman of this commission,a man
of study, of wide culture, of the best
training a university could give, who
was said to have displayed the quickest
apprehension of the arguments brought
forward, and of their practical application to the ends to be obtained; and
Arthur J. Balfour, the same quiet, keen,
studious man, however acute he may
have proved to be then, has since .d istinguished himself more signally in practical politics by his management of the
Irish question, and at the pr~sent moment threatens to wrest from the Liberal party the credit for a result it has
almost ruined itself to achieve.
To recall another instance, let me refer to the fact that the legal safety of
every business corporation in the land,
with the millions of invested capital,
rests upon an adjudication of the United
States Supreme Court, in a case won
after a superb argument by an advocate
stimulated to the loftiest eloquence
through love for a little college among
the New Hampshire hills. No more
noble tribute of gratitude to higher education was ever given than the closing
words of Daniel .\Vebster, when pleading
for the life of Dartmouth College. ·with
Chief-Justice Marshall in tears, and the
rest of the Court moved as it has never
been before or since, 1\Ir. Webster closed his argument: 'It is, as I have said,
a small college,-and yet there are
those who love it. I know not how others may feel, but when I see my Alma
~1ater surrounded, like Cresar in the
enate Hou e, by those who are reiterating tab after stab. I would not for
this right hand haYe her turn to me and
say, 'Et tu quoque mi jilz" /'"
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In war, the collegiate man has ever
done his duty. The thousand Harvard
men who served their country in the
Civil War, bore their part well ; and
that colonel of the 54th Massachusetts
regiment of colored troops who was
killed in the assault on Fort \Vaguer and
"buried with his niggers," is one of the
glories of the old college at Cambridge.
But why multiply exa~ples to prove
that an education acquired in any institution which has Latin and Greek in its
curriculum is not a hindrance to a student in the performance of his duties as
a citizen in the every day struggles of
later life? Every page of history is illuminated with the achievements of those
who have had what was deemed, for
their time, a liberal training. Instances like these should suggest that a university education is at least not more of a
hindrance than a help in the practical affairs of life, even those of cent per cent.
But, after all, the question is not so
much what the errors or success of a
college of fifty, or a hundred, or four
hundred, years ago may have been. In
our day there is no ascetic scholar, no
h ooded alchemist, who sits moping in a
barred cell to speculate upon the possibility of changing a baser metal into
gold. Just at pre ·ent it is the "practical" merican politician who i ·preaching that doctrine. He has only reached
that point, while the alchemist aT_lcl a·trologer, the medixval sophist, has
thrown aside his hood and his . taff. and
developed into the nineteenth entury
professor- .\gas iz, :\Tor. e, Hell, orr och.
·w hen the juggler of stock:, lifts up
again tour cholars a voice gro\Yn noi~y
in the insane clamor of the Exchange,
he does not know that the objects of
his corn no longer exist; that he i
railing again t a ho t of ph ant ms.
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It is the university of to- day that concerns us . ·what is it here for, and what
is it doing? Are its teachers filleu with
a plentitude of wisdom? Are the great
majority of its students earnest young
men, who are coming to have sou ncl
minds in sound bodies? Does the study
of mathematics, and physics,and political economy, the laws of the production
and distribution of wealth, make a better civil, electrical, mechanical, or mining engineer? Does a knowledge of Roman law and of Roman life, of Plato's
Republic and of Greek life, of history,
of physiology and chemistry, make a
better lawyer? Does the study of sociology, of charities and corrections, of the
,laws of organic evolution, of the latest
researches of Egyptian and As yrian
archreologists, make a broacler and more
to! rant clergyman? All of these <lueslions may be answered in the affirmative, without once leaving the utilitarian
point of view.
former president of the .\ merican
Institute of M cchanical Engineers, who
is perhaps the mo<>t fruitful writt.:r in
the "Cnited States on engineering tupic:;,
and the head of a great ~chool of the
mechanic arts, advise<; that as a rule a
sound general collegiate education, inclmlin1r the classics, is the best preparation for entering upon a techni al profe-;sion. .\nd here he touche~ the real
essence of the matter. ( )ne should assert that rule in all profession·, and in
all occupations, a<> far a-> time ancl
money will permit yotmg men to observe it. .\ <.;was s~ud on one oc asion
U} :\I r. ( :o:-chen, \'>'ho ha-; already been
alluded to : ".\ 111an neL:d~ cdu ·ation
not only a. a llleans of livelihood, but as
a mean:-> uf life.··
'·.\o; a meano. of life,,. and thi: li\·ing
at all pomt-;, thi. knowing the best that
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has b.een done and thought in the world,
was never so necessary as it is at present. The most potent fact today is the
one elicited by the fierce questioning
spirit of modern scientific research, accumulating indisputable evidence of the
univetsal law of evolution. This law,
working in every conception of the
mind and every movement of a finger,
binds all individuals, all races, and all
times into one interdependent connection. All men are our brothers. All
epochs are our own. He is educated
who, contemplating the perfect symmetry of a Greek statue fixed at eternal
ease in marble, sees ancient Greece itself, "the giver of Greek art, and the
guide to a free and right use of reason
and to scientific method, and the founder of our mathematics and physics,and
astronomy, and biology." He is educated who can make his own livelihood,
and live his life ~o earned ; who can
hold his own belief and yet take anothcr point of view, whence he may look
abroad for more light. He is not to be
misled by fantastic theorie concerning
the relation of man to physical nature,
of man to man, or of man to God. He
is a Burke, wisest of think rs on affair
of ·tate, with his sympathies broad as
India and 1 merica and Europe. Much
more is it necessary in these clays, when
the suffering and joys of the whole world
are fla ·hetl to us hour by hour, that we
should not only know this fact and that,
but also have the higher power of relating the fa t to our own sen ·e of what
is right and beautiful.
.A famine in
Russia, the dis overy of a coal mine in
Tenne ·see, or of a bacillus or a plan t,
or of the fragments of 1 t Greek play
. heathina an Egyptian mummy all alike
find the educated man alive and ympathcti at every point, unconsciou ly

relating the mere facts to ''his sense of
conduct, his sense of beauty, "-and
honestly earning his livelihood meanwhile.
The practical man who comes from
''water contracts, railroads, iron plants,
lawsuits, and a multitude of other matters," to say that a college education is
a hindrance rather than a help, should
remember that under and through all
contracts are the principles of the Raman law, that were conditioned by the
life of an empire now long "dead," and
that have been saved for us in a language
just as "dead" ; that the curve of a rail
and the swaying rush of a locomotive
involve an operation of mechanical forces calculated in mathematical symbols,
and ultimately demandi ng the severest
abstractions of the intellect; that iron
plants are nourished by geology and
metallurgy, and their worth is really
weighed by the theoretical atoms of
chemistry; that lawsuits are at last resort decided by judges whose native
powers have been strengthened by a
familiarity with the authorities in all departments of knowledge,and whose expression has been clarified and vitalized
by an a1 preciation of the literature of
the emotions, by fiction, aml by poetry.
In the right sense, a bank note and
quaternions a turning lathe and the
poetry of Shelley, are all practical. To
recall the words of another, "\Ve shou ld
have wonder and prai e not only for the
invention that reduce the distance between ew York and Philadelphia by
an hour, but al o for the es ays of
harl s Lamb, that can reduce it to
nothing. '
The mo t compr hen ive, and as it
would eem the final definition of a univ r ity i
that it i
an in titution
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where any person may find instruction
in any study." Actually, however, the
university of to-day i£ much more limited in its scope. First, it offers instruction in certain professions, upon the
practice of which on may depend elirectly for a livelihood,-as electrical,
mechanical, civil, or mining engineering,
industrial chemistry, law, medicine, the
ministry, or teaching (i ncluding original
investigation). Seconrl, it seeks to ground
the students in such knowledge, that
whatever they may do afterwards, it will
have a "practical," though not always
direct, bearing upon their future useful-

However, it is the intellectual power
so acquired that makes the lawyer move
with ease and precision from a case involving the smallest details of Cypriote
antiquities, to a conte ted will ca e demanding a study of all the insanities,
and the most recent reports of the Society for I)sychical Research .
This
knowledge saves the business man from
economic delusions, and the clergyman
from false charity; it g ives a reason to
every turn of a surgeon's wrist, and
teaches the farmer what crops will bring
back to the soil the virtues of which
other crops have robbed it.

ness in their occupation. In this function the university has to do with facts,
the facts of history, of all the natural
sciences, of political, social, and economic science.
This is the acquisition of mere knowledge as such, but besides, it acts as a
mental di cipline in the observation of
facts, and the relating of them to one
another. Here the university imparts
the results of ''"hat observation has tlone,
and the right method of observation.
To the editor, lawyer, clergyman, physician, tatesman, business man, or farm er, to any laboring man, if he can get
it, to every man indeed who desires anything more than animal conversation
with his fellow men, a wide knowledge
of facts and an understanding of the
rightrnethotlof s ein rand judging them
makes every object, animate and inanimate, instinct with life and law, though
this power of ob ·e rvation does not nc es arily make these.. object.· of vital intere t to him. They may still renw.in
purely obje Live, and be nothin r more
than material manifestation:.

But the highest purpose of a univer sity is the last, - the last that shall be
first. To know only mere facts, even

A primrose by a river': brim,
.\ yellow primro:e wa to him,
,\ml it wa nothing llll>re.

connected facts, i , to know the rigid
members of a lifeles.· body. The~e facts
must be related to our sense of conduct,
our sense of I eauty.
'.\nd when he was d cma n<led of the
Pharisees, when the kingdom of ( ;od
should come, he answer ·d thelll and said,
'The Kingdom of (;od cometh not with
observation, neither o.;hall they say, r.o,
here ! or, Lo, there! for behold the
Kingdvm of Go<l is 'vit hin you.'"
Next to inspiration is interpretation,
and in the univer~ities are interpreted
Homer and Shakespeare, II orace and
Yirgil, 1 )ante, Moliere, Coethc, llrown
ing, and all the princes of the imagina tion, through which they purge llllr pa s·
sion. with pity by laughter or error. It
is with poetry and philosophy. with the
immortal" just named, with . 'ona e:>,
Kant, and 'pencer, that th<.: univerc;ity
borders on the domain of snpn•tnc ·t
Power. '[ hrough thc.-c ar<.: reached th ·
e _·e ntia\ nature of man, and a way is
opened out for Truth.
llrownin g tell
us that
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Truth is within ourselves: it takes no rise
From outward things, whate'er you may believe.
There is an inmost center in us all,
7
\ \ here truth abides in fullness;
and around,
Wall upon wall, the gro s flesh hems it in,
This perfect clear perception - which is truth.
A baffling and perverting carnal mesh
Blinds it and makes all error; and to KNOW,
Rather consists in opening out a way
Whence the imprisoned splendor may escape,

Than in effecting entry for a light
Supposed to be without.

It is unfortunately true that our universities are not yet symmetrical, but
that will come when Science, and Philosophy, and Poetry, have quelled the
warfare of sects, and Religion is allowed to take the head place it should hold.

PSYCHOLOGY-IMAGINATION.
H. N.
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second form of the representative activity of the mind is the imagination. It may be defined as the
ideal-making faculty. Like memory,
its products never contain any elements
not already given in experience; but
they differ in this : in memory, the products might be called photographic representation , they differ from the original
experiences only in time and vagueness
of cognition; in imagination, the elements are not supposed to be photographic, they are combined in new ways,
never as they were given in any actual
case of concrete xperience. All persons form ideals : let u see, roughly,
what they are and how they are formed.
Perhaps the best way to get at what we
want, would be to take the ideal with
which we are all best acquainted, our
ideal of human character, or what we
would like ourselve to be, what we aim
to make ourselve , at least, what we
place befor our elve as the end of all
ur working while life i plastic anu the
nd docs not seem too far away.
·w hen we were children, and little
more than incarnated appetite , about
the first thing that w realized wa that
we were in a world of law. It was a
very mall world, the 'k)' ' eem d to

touch us, and the most real thing in it
all was, that every thing seemed to oppose us; we had no prerogatives, we
couldn't kick and squall without galling
restraints. Accordingly, we taught ourselves patience, we would just wait until
we should be men, and monarchs of all
we surveyed. Then no rainy days would
keep us indoors; we would have boots
and rubber- coats, or we would not live
in a place where it rains all the time. If
our home was in the country, we would
move to town, where every body had a
knife, and a gun, and a dog, and a
horse. As the years went on, we got
the boots and coat, but there wasn't so
very much absolute fun in using them.
The prosaic occupation of driving up
the cows furnished the usual occasion
for wearing them · though we sometimes
climbed upon orne specially quiet cow,
as Miss France Willard says she did,
that we might have the feeling that there
was one thing at lea t which we could
get on the top of. And o it has gone
on through all our li e ; there is alway
ometbing that we are going to be, something that we ne er 1uite reach.
\ e
will have power, the power of money,
or office or rank · we will control other
command their actions, then re-
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spect, or their love. All this is the
work of the imagination, a very low form
of its working, no doubt; and the products are ideals, very low ones, indeed,
but still ideals, images.
Now, how were they formed? Plainly out of what we had already learned
from our own little experiences in our
little real world. We had learned that
"to be weak is miserable, rloing or suffering "; and we selected from all known
sources all th ose things which we thought
gave strength, and combined them into
one whole; and that whole was what we
thought we would make ourselves. In
the same way we idealize our friends.
The real father or mother, is often a
very different personage from th e one
whom our imagination pictures and
whom even our experience shows uc;;
qualities which we have actually seen in
others, "bright eyed fancy" transfers to
them. So every a rti st, even the greatest, works. Th e Hamlet and the Lear,
while none the less human and real, as
human characters, were probably never
actualized in single human beings. The
great dramati st simply made an environment and a combinati on of internal
qualities such as indeed might be, but
doubtless never were, actually brought
together. Many of the so-called concepts of science are really more ideals
than concepts. An atom, a rigid particle, a frictionle s ether, are examples.
In the latter case, we tart with our inability to think of motion taking place
between two points in space unless then:
i something to be moved, something to
arry the motion · ancl then to explaiu
the ob erved haracte ristics of the motion, we give the carryin r ether attribute seemingly as inconsi ·tent a the
fancie of delirium. To ret the ela ti ity n ce sary to give the ob en eu ve-
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locity, we seem to make the ether rigid
as steel; and to send the planets through
it without retardation, as well as to prevent loss of motion from internal friction, we make it without density.
In no part of psychology, is the impossibility of breaking th e stream of
mental activity up into detached faculties more completely shown than in the
imagination. All its products are c:->nditioned by the workings of the real
elaborative, or science-making, processes, by the feelings, and even by the will.
Herein is the explanation of the distinction often made between th e fancy and
imagination proper. The fancy is only
a low, or undeveloped, form of the imagination ; low because it has never
been brought under the intelligent direction of an enlightened will. The
frothy imagery of revival hymns, the
empty vaporings of spurious oratory,
the gairish decorations of dress or conduct. arc nothing but the fancies of the
childish years escaped from the nursery
and running wild in public.
All our mental activities are what they
are because of the interests that we find
in life. Our personal well being, our
spiritual worthiness, whatever we may
call it, gives tint to all we ell> ; and the
interest which have been served by the
work of to-day, are the sour ·e and
ground of all we shall do to -morrow.
The world in which the savag<.: lives is
not the world in whi h , ewton and
.\ngclo hve, simply be ause his interests
are not theirs. Of course. ·very advan e in real knowledge of the world
both widen:; and deepens the o111look of
the mind ; and the world of ewton a11d
Angelo is almost another world when
compared with that of the S<H a~re, and
thl! interests of the two are ,.,,e]l -ni.rh of
different kinds. , "till, it i!'i thi fringe
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· of interest that makes the world, not
indeed chaos, the lawless, which cannot
b e understood , but cosmos, the beautiful as well as the orderly,something that
can be appreciated as well as known. It
.1s the imagination which gives this tone
of beauty to the cold forms of the understanding; which makes living what
would be otherwise dead, because completed; which makes growth and progre ss not only possible, but imperative.
It is often thought, that only a poet,
like Shakespeare, or a musician, like
Beeth oven, or a painter, like Raphael,
has any use for imagination. In reality,
no one who does new work, can do anything but blind groping, unless he has a
powerful and genuine imagination. Every really great scientific discoverer has
had it. Coperincus, Galileo, Newton,
Darwin, Helmholtz, Faraday, Oersted,
Ampere, ~ad imaginations, of a different order indeed, but still of equal power and genuineness with that of Homer
and Dante and Beethoven. All the
mathematicians of the first order like
ir \ Vm. Rowan Hamilton, Prof. Sylvester, Kingdon Clifford, have been really as much poets as Milton and hakesp are; and their writings are all aglow
with what \Vordsworth called "the light
that never was on land or sea. " Faraday had no cholastic knowledge of
mathematics ; yet Prof. Clerk Iaxwell
ays that he did nothing in his great
work on electricity, but translate into
the technical language of mathematics
what Faraday had written in the common languag of the Engli h-speaking
people · and it would be difficult to
find in the thought of Homer or ' bakespeare a more poetical conception than
lerk 1\Iaxwell' own sorting demon .
The mistake oftene t made in thinking

of the imagination, is that its workings
are blind and its products unreal. The
truth is, its office, so far as it has any
specific office, is to reveal the connections of things which had been unknown;
to show meanings where before had been
meaningless chaos; to make a home
for the spirit, where before had been
but a den for the brute. The ideal
creations of such a mind as Shakespeare's are so far from being inconsistent with truth, that no one of competent judgment ever thinks of changing
them. It is only the productions of
second-rate minds, that is, of minds not
fully emancipated from the childish
stage where fancy does its work, that
the ripest judgment sees to be fal se;
and these are false, only when they pretend to be other than what they really
are, fancies, childish ideals. vV e never
feel any incongruity when Homer's Zeus
comes back from his interview with
Thetis, and stalks into the Olympian
Council-Chamber with mock majesty.
He knows that Hera is p resent, and we
understand the situation as Homer saw
it. It is the childhood of the world, the
only real world that Homer knows, and
he has shown us his gods as they really
are to his clearest vision. That is just
what we wish him to do, to tell the truth.
But when Virgil shows us Juno buckling
to her work lest Pallas should get a
better grade than she, and no one would
ver after tllllt adore her divinity, we
feel that the whole miserable thing is
childish. It is the work of a boy masquerading in the toga virilis at a tim
when r al men were living.
The cultivation of the imacrination i
a ubject of ufficient importance to demand a hort article and that may be
th subject of then , tone in thi erie .
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APPRENTICESHIP IN TEACHING.
Wfl.LIAM

p

ROF. Payne has, in this article, set
forth very clearly and forcibly the
teachers' side of the question against
Apprenticeship in Teaching. Fully as
many and as strong reasons can be given against the system so far as the children are concerned.
This we, in this institution, have been
maintaining for eighteen years. It has
been the unpopular side, and we are
glad to see it defended by so able a pen
as Prof. Payne's and in so e~inent a
journal as the Educational Review.
We are, therefore, pleased to print
the article in full.
I am not orthodox in my opinions with
respect to practice teaching in normal
schools; and this paper will embody
marked dissent from the received standards of belief and practice.
Universally throughout the \Vest, so
far as I know, and quite generally
throughout the North and East, there
is attatched to normal schools what is
called a practice or experimental chool;
that is, a school in which the students in
training serve a sort of apprentice hip
in teaching children in the various elementary branches for a specified number of hours a term or year. These
chools ometime represent the twelve
grades of the common-school cour ·e,
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and sometimes a smaller number. Each
distinct department of the practice
school has its regular or responsible
teacher who presides while the apprentice work is in progress; and over all
is the critic teacher whose function is
to witness the giving of the 1esson by
the tyro, aml at an appointed hour to
call together these pupil teachers ancl
make a critical estimate of their performances. Each trial lesson is ol.Jserved by
a certain number of the student's classmates, who note the weak ancl the strong
points in the exercise; ancl during the
inqu~st they are summoned to express
their opinions on the work they have
witne sed. The judge or arbiter is the
critic teacher, who gives a final estimate
and summing up of each case. This is
• the usual modus operrllldi, as I have witnessed it in representative schools, and
is my text for a few observations.
The general allegation that may be
brought against this pra tice teaching is
that the conditions under which it takes
place are so artificial and unnatural
that it is more likely to be harmful than
helpful to tho:e who take part in it. The
student teacher knows that the pupils
whom he is attempting to instruct are
not his own and that he is only remotely resp n ·ible for results, seeing that
they depend on so many other-; beside
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hi.mself. His pupils are conscious of
the same fact and owe no special allegiance to their temporary teacher.
It would be an abuse of language to
c all this real teaching. And what stuff.
must a youth be made of, who can teach
in •the presence of five or six official
critics, who with pencil and note-book
in hand, are spying out the slightest departure from the established code of
methods? Each question, each response,
even each inflection and gesture must
square with the code or the penalty will
be paid when the hour of inquest comes.
The artificial is at a premium ; the student teacher is inevitably and strongly
drawn away from the spontaneous and
the natural toward routine and mechanism, which are the vices engendered and
cultivated by this process of "training."
And what shall be said of the formal
inquest, when, in the presence of the
principal, heads of departments, teachers of methods, critic teacher and pupil critics, the student teachers are called up for trial? These official critics
must criticise, for this is their function.
Not to note a fault or find one would be
neglect of duty; and the proof of criti cal penetration is to discover latent faults
that lie too deep for common observation. And so the stock criticism is hypercritical. As there is an established
code of m~thods, so there soon comes
to be an established code of criticisms,
and these speedily degenerate into cant.
I have witnessed more than one of these
sad spectacles, but I have no recollec tion of having heard a word of approval for anything done by one of these
unfortunate studen ts during his trial
lesson. Under the conditions it is hardly supposable that any really good teaching could be done; but I have occasionally seen bright young people give a les-

son which had some decided merits,
which the official critics passed over in
silence.
Teaching of high quality, that into
which a gifted man or woman throws
his :whole personality, will escape all
set rules and stereotyped methods, and,
while obedient to the requirements of a
general principle, will admit of countless variations and adapt itself to the
special lesson, class, and occasion. One
of the teacher's highest endowments is
versatility, and to create this power
ought to be one aim of professional instruction. Now it must be apparent
that the general and almost inevitable
result of the processes I have described is to mechanize instruction and to
substitute "devices" and "methods" for
living power. I think it must be admitted by all impartial observers that normal-school training has not been favorable to the development of personal talent and power in teaching ; and I believe this fault is traceable to the system of practice teaching • which is in
such vogue in our professional schools.
An invaluable adjunct to a normal
school is a primary school, in which
students in training may observe the
finest results of the teaching art, in the
way of organization, discipline, and instruction. It is needless to say that a
practice or experimental school can never be a school of this type ; for so many
crude hands and heads can never produce a piece of high art. A school of
observation should not be a pedagogical clinic for the exhibition and cure of
abnormal processes, but a model of what
is best in the art of teaching, and one
which can afely be reproduced by the
students who obser e its organization
and working. If tudents have been
properly instructed in the general prin -
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ciples of education and teaching, and
have made a study of their application
in a school of normal type, they are, in
my judgment, serving the only apprenticeship that is necessary, and the only
one that is not subject to grave dangers.
Teaching is an almost wholly spiritual

act or art j and the best preparation for
it is a clearly defined idea of what a
good school is, a knowledge of general
principles, and the untarnished enthu· siasm of an amateur.
Ed. Review.

HINTS ON TEACHING PRIMARY READING.

w.
T

H.

HE first reading vocabulary can be
most easily gained in the manner indicated in the first article on this
subject. Having at perfect command
this first list of practical words, the skillful teacher will have little trouble in
carrying forward the work of learning
to read. From this time throughout
the first and second grades at least, and
better through the fourth, all new words
should first be used in conversation, then
in combination with the words already
learned, in making new statements, or
in asking new questions.
Often the
introduction of one new word will add
twenty or more new sentences, and a
fresh impulse will be given to the pupil's
effort. He feels his power increasing
and sees the value of each new word.
At this time the analysis and synthesis
of words begin. The teacher should be
provided with word and letter tablets.
These are placed in the hands of the
pupil, and he is directed to select the
letters and make with them the words
he has learned . This occupies his time
and teaches him to spell. He tests the
words made by the word tablets. Phonic analysis should now begin. The pupil should be taught to sound the words.
This is done with the double purpose of
teaching him to pronounce new words
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at sight, and to enunciate clearly. It
will likewise teach the pupil to associate
the sound with the letter, and soon he
will be able to master his new words
without help. The chief difficulty that
most teachers meet at this point arises
from the desire to advance too rapidly.
Do ?tot be z'n a lzurry.
"Make haste
slowly" at first, and you will be surprised to find that your pupils have made
more substantial progress than is possible in twice the time by any hap -hazard
plan of teaching. Writing with pen or
pencil may now be taught with more
particularity. Avoid the use of slates.
For ink writing use the best paper, note
size, and fine pens with small holders.
Use good book paper for pencil work.
Do not teach the children to print. The
teacher must print rapidly and well
on the board and must write a perfectly plain hand. The children will learn
to write correctly all the words of their
vocabulary, and part of the work of
learning new words, will be writing
them clearly and correctly.
A primer or word -book may be used
after five or six weeks.
This book
should contain mainly the words already learned, and the new words found
in the book should be taught in the usual way, and before tlte pupil attempts
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to read tlzem in tlte book. Thus when
he meets them in his reader, they are
familiar, and all hesitation and blundering·are avoided. He is able to get the
thought from the printed page because
he knows the words,-not simply the
form, but also the meaning. The word
is to him truly the "sign of an idea,"
for he has .used it in conversation and
has been understood. A glance at the
sentence enables him to combine the
well known ideas into a thought, and
apprehending the meaning, he makes no
mistake in expressing it.
From the above hints it will readily
be seen that the preparation of the
teacher will .involve a knowledge of th e
matter in the lesson, a perfect understancting of the new words and how to
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present them, and a plan of conversation in which to lead the pupil to use
the words as they are to be used in the
lesson.
After taking a book, teachers often
make the mistake of confining their
work to the text. This must be supplemen ted by general conversations along
particular lines. A simple talk involving a knowledge of the rain, or common
wood, or bread, or clothing, if the
thoughts are properly presented will furnish many lessons for supplementary
reading.
In some schools these "talks" are
carefully arranged and printed on slips.
These leaflets are used by the pupils for
sight readin g.

ALIFORNIA.

II.

CLAY FAllER, A. B.

EDIOCRITY has no place in the
rank and file of the teachers of
jalifornia. It is utterly impossible to
secure a p sition in any of the chools
without submittinrr to a rigid examination.
graduate of Harvard or of
Yale, fre h from his illustrious Alma
llfater, i treate 1 with no more eli tin tion b the board of education, than
the young man who has a diploma from
a private normal, or the young lady
who is purely a produ t of the public
chool . 1 he five gentlemen wh
ontitute th board of examiner , and who
h hl the destiny of all applicant in their
hand , are no respecter of per ns.
e tion r 775 of the school la of alifornia i ter e and explicit upon thi
p int. Foil( wincr i the full text:
The
b ar l lllllJ' al ·o without examination

grant county certificates, and fix the
grade there-of, to the holders of life diplomas, California, evada, and Oregon
state educational diplomas, California
ormal chool diplomas, an Francisco
Normal Class diplomas, when recom mended by the uperintendent of public
schools California tate niversity diplomas, when recommended by the
Faculty, and tate
ormal chool diplomas of other state . " It may be opportune to remark, parenthetically, that
the exerci e of the power conferred upon the board of education by thi statute is confine almo t exclusively to the
raduate of the three tate
ormal
chool of alifornia · and that the e
applicant are ranted certificate of
the l wer grade only.
Three grade of certificate are recog-
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nized by lavv, known as primary, grammar grade and high school certificates;
each of which authorizes the holder to
teach in any school whose grade corresponds to the name of the certificate;
and they are valid for two, three and
four years respectively. Examinations
are held semi-annually, and there is no
provision made by which certificates
can be obtained in any other manner or
at any other time. In Tulare county, one
week in June and N ovcmber respectively, are devoted exclusively to the examination of candidates for certificates.
These dates, however, are optional with
the county board of education.
Those who have 'taught in the schools
of Illinois, Indiana, vVisconsin, and other eastern and central states, and who
have made periodical pilgrimages to the
office of the county superintendent, for
the purpose of submitting to an examination that was formally opened at nine
o'clock, and from which every successful applicant went forth the proud possessor of a valid certificate, long before
"Twilight lets her curtain down,
And pins it with a star,"

will appreciate the full force and intent
of the introductory sentences of this
article, from the following glance at the
salient features of an examination in
California. Candidates for primary certificates are required to reach an average
of eighty per cent. in orthography, written arithmetic, mental arithmetic,geography, grammar, U. . History, physi-

s8r

ology, word-analysis, book-keeping,
methods of teaching, civil government,
school law, vocal music, and drawing. To secure a grammar grade certificate, the required average is raised to eighty-five per cent., and the following studies are added to the list :
algebra, natural philosophy, botany,
zoology, American and English literature, physical geography, Constitution
of the United States and California;
and those who aspire to the privilege
of teaching in a high school, must
submit to a severe test in the additional
higher branches, -geometry, rhetoric,
n10dern history, ancient history, chemistry, astronomy, political economy,
Latin, trigonometry, and science of
education. Four entire days arc usually required to complete the examination for a primary certificate, six for
the grammar grade; and he who would
attain to the highest honor, must labor
two days more.
Tulare county has the reputation, enviable or otherwise, of imposing the
severest tests of proficiency upon those
who seek admission into her schools·and
the number of those who are doomed to
semi-annual disappointment is not inconsiderable.
But the vexation and
chagrin of those who "fail'' is greatly
out-weighed by the keen delight of those
who "pass", for the bearer of credentials from this county holtls the open
sesame to all the schools throughout
the state.

BU Y \VORK.
:\lANTIE

P

E.

BALD\Vf , .

R PERLY, anything may be called employed when not in rc itation. But,
bu y work that keevs the little ones usually, by busy work i meant such ex-
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ercises as occupy the children's time after their regular lessons have been prepared.
It is neither wise nor right to give
·children trifling things to do simply to
keep them still while the teacher is hearing older pupils recite. Such things
should be given as will develop the
children's observing powers, develop
their constructive and reproductive faculties, and train them to be neat, accurate, and, above all things, thoughtful.
Simply to imitate is not enough. There
must be intelligence in the work.
The office of busy work is two -fold :
first , to keep children employed ; second, to teach them to be self-helpful.
The subject selected should be connected with branches the children are studying, or such as they will soon study.
The relation of these subjects to those
branches should be clearly shown. There
should be a regular development of
each subject. The work of each day
should be regularly planned by the
teacher, and presented in a systematic
order. The same subject should not be
pursued until the pupils w_e ary of it.
Probably the best way would be to have
a definite time each day, or a definite
day to be devoted to each subject.
Teachers complain of the time it takes
to put exercises for busy work upon the
board. But exercises rna, be selected
that do not consume so much of the
tea her' time ; and , be ides it i far
better for the teacher to have her time
thu taken up than that the little ones
shoulct be idl e.
It is well for the teacher to remember
that children from five to ev en year
of age cannot give unflagging att ntion
to any ·ubj ct, no matter h ow i"ntere ting it ma) be, for a lon rrer period than
from ten to fifteen minutes.
Those

from seven to ten years may give atteFttion for from perhaps fifteen to twenty
minutes. The periods of busy work
should be arranged accordingly, and
with intervals of recitation between.
A few subjects for such work and some
suggestions with regard to their presentation and after use will now be given.
I.
Construction from sticks.
Use, if possible,colored sticks. Have
each little one select the color he prefers and count out for himself ten sticks
of that color. Then, upon his desk, or
upon the floor, set each child to arranging the sticks in various forms, such as
squares, triangles, oblongs, hexagons,
pentagons, &c. The teacher may either arrange sticks in similar forms, or
make such figures on the board, and
have the children imitate them. Sometimes, let each child arrange his set of
sticks as he pleases. Encourage them
to originate forms, and figures themselves. At the expiration of the period
of time allotted to this, the teacher
should inspect their work, praise whatever is praiseworthy in each child's effort, and help those who seem dull or
slow in grasping the idea of form. Then
call the children's attention to the fact
that each window in the room is in the
shape of an oblong. That the doors
are also. The floor of the room is perhaps quare, or rectangular, and so is
the ceiling. Angles may also be taught
in some of the e les ons
Ask the children to tell of something in the room
shaped like some arrangement of sticks
they have just made. Perhaps the ca e
of the clo k may be in the shape of
a hexagon, the zinc under the tove may
be square, the top of the desk oblong,
ec.
2.
Drawin,IY //te cgcometricalfigurrs
upon tlu board or tlztir slates.
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3· Construction from blocks.
In a manner similar to the first exeTcise given, have small kindergarten
blocks piled in cubes, oblongs, prisms,
&c, and practical applications made to
the things they see about them; as, the
shape of a box, of a closed book, &c.
4·
Card-building.
Get a sheet or two of bristol board or
card board. Cut it into cards perhaps
four inches square. Give each child
six or eight of these with which to construct a coal-box, wood-box, hollow
cube, &c. Cards are in many cases
preferable to blocks because they can
be handled noiselessly. To set them
up in the shapes suggested, requires
care and patience and children need
training in both. Let them build a room
like the school room or a hou se like
theirs at home.
5. These cards rna y also serve another purpose. A word may be written
upon each side of each carcl. It would
perhaps be pleasing to use the words of
. some simple story. Give a certain number of cards to each pupil and have him
arrange the words to form a sentence
in the story. \Vhen each one has done
so, the story may be read to the teacher. These same cards may be distributed differently, so as to tell the story
in different ways. Or, the teacher may
place four or five words upon the board;
as, boJ', dog, jumps, nms, and. Have
the children arrange these words in as
mauy sentences as po sible upon their
slates.
6. 1Vumber combinations from given
figures.
Take for example 2 4, and 6. Have
them fir t added in as many ways as
po. sible · thu , z+4+6, z+6+4, 4+
z+6, -++6+z, J~ c. Then ubtra ted
multiplied, divided, 'C.
r, if for sec-

ond grade pupils, have the numbers
arranged in as many ways as possible;
as, 246, 642, 624, &c.
7. PaP,er-folding.
This is one of the kindergarten exercises and is very valuable: but space
cannot here be taken to explain any of
the forms. Any kindergarten manual
will teach how to do this.
8. Handling objects.
Take any common or familiar object.
Let each child inspect and handle it;
or, better still, give each child an object to examine for perhaps ten minutes.
At the expiration of that time, let each
one tell something about it. It is heavy.
It is hard. It is circular. It is white.
There are figures on it. There is a sort
of picture on it. It will roll. It will
ring. What is it? It is a nickel or a
dime. vVhat can we do with it? &c.
(The writer once saw a class of seven year old
children to whom were given an old fashioned
cent. They were told to see all they could about
it. At the expiration of half an hour, they were
called upon and told two lmn rired t!tirty ·one
things they saw in that insignificant piece of mon ey.)

9· Studying persons, animals,plallts,
&c.
Tell the children to notice you for ten
minutes; and tell all the things you did
in that time. You spoke loud, softly,
slowly, rapidly, &c. You moved your
fingers, hands, arms, head body, feet.
You walked, sat down, looked, closed
your eyes, smiled, frowned, c c.
Give to each one a leaf of some tree
or plant, and let him study it.
lr a
branch of apple blossoms, and let him
tell what he sees in the l>lossoms and
what they are for.
r, Letter sti 11,
give each child a tiny maple or other
young tree which can be found every
spring in great numbers under the large
maples, or other common trees. Let
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him tell the parts and all other points of
interest in the tree. Then at recess or
noon-time, these little trees might be
· planted by the road side, thus giving
these children an interest in forestry.
These botanical lessons arouse a great
interest among the children and cause
them to observe all forms of vegetable
life.
In the spring a beautiful lesson could
be given on the bucts of the pussy willow. Then after the pupils have told
all they know about the soft fuzzy buds,
the teacher should ~xplain what the buds
contain and their mission, after which
she might read to the delighted children
the following beautiful story which the
publishers of the l indergarten Magazine have kindly permitted me to use.
Bluster, Bright and Sprinkle.

Once there were three great giants,
who were the good and helpful friends
of the tiny flowers, the great trees, the
brooks, and all the little woodland inhabitants. Neither the blue violets nor
the delicate white snow drops could ever have waked up in the Spring, nor
the great, red roses and yellow sunflowers could have opened their eyes in the
ummer · the trees could not have put
on their green dresses, nor the pussywillows have thrown off their fur caps,
if Bright had not been ready to warm
the big brown house where their winter's
bed wa found when Jack Fro t came
riding on old Blu ter's back.
or could
they ever have rawled into uch ozy
place if Bluster had not run with them
and tu ked them in quickly, and then
with hi great hano aathered up dried
lea\'e and arth to make warm comforts
for th m. \Yho but prinkle, would
have rememb reel that little baby eed
g t thir ty during the winter and c ull

have given them the good drinks and
gentle pats that this great, friendly giant
sent down to them?
Tightly wrapped in their beds, they
lay waiting for Spring to call them ;
gentle, loving Spring who always needs
and calls upon her three giant friends
to help her bring the birds back home,
and to wake up the flower-babies and
set them to work. She had sent Bright
to touch, with his warm fingers, the big,
brown house, and had asked Sprinkle
to tap at the doors and tell the little
flower-people to get up. Bluster was
ready to welcome them as they peeped
out, and blew his warm breath on their
little cold, green hands.
The violets by the thousand were nodding their tiny purple caps; the snowdrops had peeped up, had finished their
work and gone to sleep again · the robins, who had gone off for their winter's
trip, had come back, and the little
brooks had been filled with water, and
were dancing merrily among the stones,
thanking old Sprinkle for the quantities.
of water he had brought them, whilewould you believe it? one Pus y \ illow,
with her little brown fur cap closely tied
on, was till a Jeep. The violets called
to her that it wa time to get up and
Robin Red- brea t, a he flew by, called
to her, aying : "0h, you lazy Pus y !
how can you stay a leep so long, when
everybody else ha wak d up and gone to
work?' Pus y heard, but her mother had
told her to wait for Jack Frost wa still
lurking around and might come back,
o he had be t keep on her warm ap.
Blu t r Bri ht anct prinkle talkeo
about her and w ndered why he had
not awakened.
prinkle aid : I beli ve he i thir. tr, I will aive her a cool
rink and bath, and maybe he will
rou. e up."
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Bluster said : "No, she is lazy, I will
shake her and make her get up . "
Bright said nothing, but quietly waited.
prinkle sent down a shower of
cold water, which made Pussy draw her
cap all the more closely about her.
Bluster shook her, at first, gently ;
but, finding she would not wake up,
shook harder and harder, and at last,
very roughly, but Pussy did not stir.
They went back and tolct Bright what
they had done, and how Pussy still kept
on her fur cap. Bright smiled, and
said : "I will see what I can do."
Calling all his little sunbeam sons and
daughters to him, he told them Pus y
Willow's story, and asked if they would
like to go and help her to wake up and
enjoy the pring time. Joyfully they
tarted off to work. Joining hands,
they danced arounct Pus y making h r
feel warm and comfortable.
oftly and
lovingly they tapped on the littl e fur
cap.
Pussy 'Villow heard them, felt the
warmth and gentle, tender toueh of
those dear little helpers; and while they
worked, out she peeped and saw her
good friends and playfellows helping
her.
he threw off her brown fur cap,
ancl shaking her ilky rrolcl hair nodded
and , miled at the violets and dandelion ·
around her.

TH

W

E do not fully undcr·tand or at
lea. t are not acrreed as to the na ure or haracter of normal mentality.
Two or three generations ago it was
b li ved to on i t in th • a ti,·ity of a
. oul or pirit, whi h was ·nth ron d

Bluster and Sprinkle shook their
heads and wondered how Bright had
waked her up. Bright c::aid nothing,
yet still kept on working.
The next time Robin flew by, he
stopped to speak to Pussy and to sit
and sing to her, telling her, in his song,
how sorry he was that he had laughed
at her and how glad that she had at
last come out to enjoy the Spring time.
Pussy was happy to see all her friends
again, and to swing to and fro as Bluster rocked her gently.
he miled up
at Bright who still sent his children to
play with her.
She thanked prinkle whenever he
sent her cool, fresh water to drink- as
he always did when the days were hot
an I dusty.
The last we saw of Pussy and her
neighbors, she was merrily laughin r,
surrounded by the violets, dandelions
and 'pring beauties, the center of a circle around which her three giant friends
were dancing, hand in hand; ,'prinkle
throwing drop of crystal water over
her golden-yellow hair, out of which
Bluster was trying to shake the drops as
he blew the silky thread ·, and Bright
smiling n her until each tiny hair looked like gold, and ea h drop of water a
rral diamond.

(~liT.

somewhere in the brain.
o e planation of the modus operandi of su h act1v1ty
v ntuating in thought, a. ind p ·ncle nt of th body, was apparently
ever cl ·em d n ~ essary or onsiclcr ·d
a: a le ritimat s ientifi inquiry.
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In more recent times, and especially
since the microscope has revealed to us
the wonderfully complex and highly
··organized texture of the brain; and
modern physiological research has made
known more perfectly the functions of
many parts and organs of it, the old
theory has been rejected, and a leap has
been made to the other extreme. A
theory has been accepted by some to
the effect that the whole thought process
consists simply in the molecular activity
of this highly organized cell-structure
o£ brain. The hypothesis that a soul
or any special entity exists within the
brain or elsewhere in the body is a snare
and a delusion and without proof. As
a working theory for elucidating the
phenomena of the mind it is worse than
useless. Perceptions, memory, reason,
judgment, all consist of mere movements or vibrations of different kinds
or degrees of multitudinous nerve fibrils
and cells, which are composed of matter
in its most highly organized form. Attention and will are only different forms
of this same activity of nerve tissue as
it becomes affected through external or
internal impressions, while under the
influence of the blood. In the words
of one of its most vigorous advocates,
"that which thinks, reasons, wills; that
which is consciou ne sin phenomenonis the brain; not any uppositious entity, of the existence of which we have no
evidence whatever, and of the need of
which as an hypothesis he is not conscious."
On the other hand, however, there
are orne who till fe l con ciou of the
need of an additional element in any
hypothe i which i a umed a a working basi for elucidating the phy iology
of the thought pr ce s. They are un abl to accept mere a ertion for argu-

ment, and much less for demonstration.
They freely admit the dependence of
mind upon the brain and nervous systern in its exhibitions, and that no such
processes as memory, reason, attention,
and will, can be perfected and projected ·
to other minds except by the agency of
the brain; also that these several activities of the mind are defective and imperfect, weak or strong, largely in proportion as the brain is in a normal or
abnormal condition. They also admit
that the hypothesis of molecular activity only has the merit of simplicity, and
if true ought soon to place us on vantage ground in elucidating the physiology of mind. But, on the other hand,
they cannot remain indifferent to the
fact that any hypothesis, to be accepted as reasonable, must harmonize with
and cover the phenomena to be explained. Now, does molecular activity, or
the vibration of cells and fibrils upon
each other, present any resemblance to
thought? Such vibration presupposes
and consists simply in movement. This
movement may occur with the inconceivable rapidity of light, but, after all,
it is only movement, and if there results
from or in connection with that move ment of the anatomical elements of
brain, something of a nature unlike
motion, then it becomes necessary to
add another element, which resides in
the material affected by movement, to
explain the phenomena presented. This
element must be akin, in its nature to
that which re ults; namely, thought.
The nature of movement is simple and
homogeneou in whatever realm of matter it may appear, and
o far a ' e
know it become only motion· but
thought a it appear in rea on, will,
imagination and judgment ha no re emblance to mere motion. It may be
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attended by or be dependent upon it,
but in its essence and qualities it is so
unlike it that the two cannot be compared . Mere movement of cell, whether
simple or complex in its constitution,
therefore, becomes as unscientific as an
explanation of thought as mere movement of spirit.
Such considerations are thought to
require that, in the solution of the
thought problem, another element must
be added. This resides in the brain
and nervous system, and in the processes of thought, reflection, memory,
and judgment, there exists a correspondence or parallelism of action between
the cell and this additional element.
The one may act upon, or be acted upon by, the other through impressions
from without, and in this action and

interaction, the quality and character
of thought becomes modified , approved
or disapproved, and in some measure
changed.
Such, then, in brieffst words are the
hypotheses which have been advanced as explanatory of normal mentality.
How far either of them may or may not
be likely to meet with future demonstration, it is not my purpose to argue,
even if it were a legitimate subject for
such an occasion, but simply to call
attention to the fact that neither of
these hypotheses has yet bee n accepted
by all; and also that physiology has not
yet vouchsafed to us any scientific
demonstration on this matter.
From an address before t!te M edical
Association.

THE 'W ORLD'
T

HE following statements recently issued by the Department of Promotion
of the vVorld's Fair show that a great
amount of work has already been ac complished. 30, ooo subscribers have
agreed to take s, 6o8, r ro in stock, of
which subscriptions over
3,ooo,ooo
have been paid in. The other resources
are city bonds s,ooo,ooo; prospective
gate r eceipts ro,ooo,ooo; concessions
andprivileges , r,soo,ooo; salvage and
interest r, 2 70,035·
The amount thu far appropriated by
the tates and Territorie to secure their
proper repre entation at the fair are as
here shown:
rizona... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,000
alifornia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .... 300,000
Colorado . . ... ... .................. 100,000
elaware....... . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 10,000
Idaho .. . ..... ........... ......... ... 20,000
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Illinois. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8oo,ooo
Indian a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75,000
Iowa .................... ... .. .... ... 50,000
Maine ...... . . ........ ...... ... ..... 40,000
Mas achusetts ........................ 75,oou
Michigan ................. . ....... 100, 000
Minnesota .. ....... ... ............... 50,000
Missouri .................... .... .. 150,000
Montana ............................ 50,000
Nebraska ........ .. .. ........ ........ 50,000
1 ew Hampshire ......... ............. 25,000
'ew Jer ey............ . .. ..... . . ... 20 ooo
ew 1exico .. .............. ........ 25 ooo
orth arolina.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25,000
orth Dakota ........................ 25,000
Ohio ............ .. , ................ I OO,uoo
Penn ylvania ........................ 300,000
Rhode I land ................ ........ 25,000
ermont .. .. ......................... 15,000
\ a hington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100,000
West Virginia...... . . . . . ........... 40 ooo
\ isconsin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65,000
\ yoming ............ ... ........ ... .. 30,ooo
Total. ...... . .. 2,695,000

•
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The foreign nations and colonies that British Guiana ............ .. .... .. .. . 15,000
have so far determined to participate in British Honduras.... . . ... ... . . . . . . . 7,000
Cape Colony... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . w,ooo
the exposition, and the amounts they
Trinidad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 1o,ooo
· purpose to expend, are the following :
Guatemala ...... .... ............... 120,000
Argentine Republic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . wo,ooo Honduras. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2o,ooo
Austria-Hungary .................... x68,ooo Japan ........... ......... .. .. . .... 500,0 o
Bolivia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150,000 Mexico. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 50,000
Brazil ............... . ........... .. 445,000 ;Nicaragua. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,000
Chili. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IOO,OOO Peru ...... .. ... . . ...... · · · · · · ..... too,ooo
Columbia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1oo,ooo Salvador ............. _..... . . . . . . . . Jo,ooo
Costa Rica. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50,000 Cuba.............................. 25,000
Danish W. Indies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . w,ooo
The United States government has
Ecuador ............................ 125 ,ooo
appropriated thus far $I, 500, ooo, of
France ............................. 40o,ooo
Germany.... . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 250,000 which $4oo, ooo is available for its buildGreat Britain...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125,000 ing alone.

HOvV MANY CAN YOU ANS,VER?
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HE following list of interesting questions are selected from the examination papers setfor applicants for life certificates in Illinoi , I 891. Readers of
this Journal are invited to end us answers to be published in our February
i sue. Answers may be sent to one ur
more of them, and should reach us before Feb. 20, to insure proper credit.
Vve are sure that no pleasanter or more
profitable way can be found of spending
a few of these long evenings.
1.
-lake clear what is meant by each:
a. The Monroe Doctrine · b. The_ labama Claims · c. The Electoral Commis ion.
2.
ompare the indu trie hools
and ocial customs of the
orth with
tho e f the ou th, at the breaking out
of the ivil \Var.
3· 'Vhy are olar eclip e more frequent than lunar? ' hy are more lunar
eclip es i ible at pringfield? In what
month may total olar eclip e o ur?
\ hy i thi ?

4· Give the recent discoveries and
explorations in Africa. N arne the xplorers and state in the interest of what
nation each undertook his trip.
5· What are glaciers? Where are
they principally found? " ' hat conc..li tions
are favorable to their formation? \Vhat
can you say about thtir motion?
6.
ses of the sense of smell ? 'Vh y
do w sniff in smelling? How do we
sniff?
7· Give some of the way in which
axon word may be distingui hed from
non- 'a:on.
8. What arguments are addu ed in
favor of the Daconian theory of the au thorship of :'hake ·pea re's play ?
9·
livin

T

\\'hat prominent poet are now
in England? In ~\merica?

10. The product of 2 number
I...j.,
an 1 the um of their cube 3"' I. \ hat
are the number ?
4

1

r. Find the differen e of 6t a 2 and

6

3 v' as

A PHYSICAL DECALOGUE.
I 2. The base of a right triangle+ 5,
is equal to the hypotenuse, and the perpendicular+ 10, is equal to the hypotenuse, what are the sides?
I3. State the most plausible theory
of gas and oil wells.
I 4· Give the general anatomy of any
worm.
I 5. A stone dropped from the top of
a tower struck the ground in four seconds; how high is the tower? How far
did the stone fall the 3rd second?
16. Explain, using diagram, the construction of a telephone.
I 7· In the living plant, by what is
water absorbed? By what given off?
·what forces are concerned in the transfer of water through the plant tissues?

I8. 'Vhat pronouns may be used as
adjectives? Explain the uses of sltall
and will, and illustrate by sentences.
I9. Prove that a number is clivi ible
by 9 if the sum of its digits is divisible
dy 9·
20.
man owning 40 acre of land
in the form of a square, made a circular race course 1 rcl. wide and as long
as it was po sible to make it. How
much land was inside the course? How
much in each corner of the field? And
how much did the course occupy?
2 r. Describe the Bessemer and the
cementation processes for the manufacture of steel.
tate the difference in
composition between pig -iron, wroughtiron, and steel.

PHYSICAL DEC LO ;
r.
You shall love, honor and cherish the body, and keep it healthy, clean,
and comfortable.
2.
You shall not live a willing victim
to preventable diseases.
3· You hall not endure or spread
infe tiou di cases.
4· You shall neither cat nor drink
that whi h is unwhol . ome for the body.
5· Remember that foul air poisons
the blood can
heada he, and other
maladies, and bacl water breeds eli ·ease.
6. You hall fight a good firrht against
dirt, di ea e, and bad smells.
7. Th body and everything l ·Jon ITina to it that need · dail washing shall
be thoroughly clean ed at least once a

E.

day with water, and when desirable with
good soap too.
8. You shall wear lean, suitable
lothin(}", and never allow it to grow
ragged or untidy for want of a slit h in
time.
9· You hall make the best of yourelf, of your neighbors, and of every
gift of a ture around you.
ro. You shall earnestly ovet, and
diligently labor to promote, personal
ancl national health.
321 minor planets or asteroids are
now known. The last one wa-; cli : cov ercd but a few days ago h) I )r. l'alisa
of \ icnna.

WANTED :-A MAN.
JAMES McCREE.

wANTED :-a man, a true real man;
Too proud to stoop and too clean to steal.
Too broad for party, or clique, or creed,
Yet loving his country's weal.
\Vith an open hand for friend or foe,
And a restful faith where he cannot know.
\Vanted :-a man without a price,
Who will do the right, nor count the cost;
Scorning a world broad title deed
If purchased with honor lost.
vVith nerve to look a wrong in the eye,
And courage to strangle it till it die.
Wanted :-a man with a woman's heart,
To swell in pity at human woe;
\Vith god-like grasp of intellect
For the cause that deals the blow _;
And, with sturdy stroke of word or pen,
Smite the curse from the hearts of his fellow -men.

* * * * * * * *
Poor struggling, grasping human worms,
"ach for himself, and the devil for all,
What is there but truth worth the price you pay,
On top of this whirling ball?
A savage might look on your lives with disdain,
nd, disgusted, turn back to his forest again.
Success? \Vhat is it? To ride over the crowd,
While thousands go down at your chariot-wheel,
\ ith their wan white faces, and moan of pain,
That touch not your heart of steel,-Till the leveller Death, with imperiou nod,
all you down to your simple six feet of od.

THE SCANDINAVIANS.
MARTI

T

HE term Scandinavian includes, in
this country, people from Norway,
weden, and Denmark.
. fter Leif Erikson and his company's
three years stay here in the beginning
of the eleventh century, history does
not tell us anything about the candinavians in this country until the Swedes
settled in Delaware in 1636.
From
then to the present, people from these
three countries have been emigrating.
The statistics of '88 show about 86o,ooo
immigrants. Most of them have established their homes in the North-\Nest,
but they are found almost everywhere,
in every trade, and in every position.
\Vh en a candinavian ha been in this
ountry for a few year , he is a candinavian no more. As a general rule he
has familiarized himself with the language of the country and his modes of
thinking run in harmony with merican
institutions.
To aive a general characteristic of
the Nonoeoian people I an do no bett r than to quote U.
enator \ ashburn word after his trip to
orway
last :ummer.
People treated u with
ourtc. y, but we never aw any of the
o-roveling . ervility whi h we aw for
ins tan e in Fran e and outhern 'ermany. Taken all in all, I like the orwegian pea ant . They are indu triou ,
hone. t an i intelligent. In every re pe t
the • Torweo-ian people are more like the
.\meri an than any I ha e een and
better fitted for elf-government than
the people of any other country."
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About the same can be said of the
Swedes and Danes.
These characteristics the , candinavians brought with them to this country .
'!hey have been an important factor in
the building up of our great North-\Vest.
Their influence, physically, morally, intellectually, and socially, where they
have a large representation has been
great: their brawny mu cle ·have changed the vast barren prairies and the virgin forests of the \Vest into waving
fields and blooming meadows, among
which they have built their homes. But
their hardships have been tho . c of pio neers-many and severe; want, when
insects, hailstorms, fro t, droughts, or
rain ruined their harvests; grief, where
the Ooocl or cyclones swept away their
dwellings, and, together with the bliz zard, took away from among their num ber some of th'eir dear one: .
The candinavian are a prolific
people. It i no uncomm n thin g to
find from six to ten hild ren in th ir
families, and they are strong and healthy
children, too. Their women hold the
highe t po itions ever held by any wo man, - that of housewife, mother and
their hu and.' ompani ns.
\\' ith re rard to reli iou denomina tion · the majority of the ' anclinavian s
are Lutherans. But, taking all d enom inations together, they have at pre: ent
qoo mini terc; 320 ooo adult pari . hion er , and 3ooo con g regation ,.,.,ith chur h
property a rr regatin ab ut 8 soo ooo.
There L a hur h cdifi c in ~Iinne -
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apolis, the Swedish Tabernacle, one
apartment of which has an auditorium,
capable of accomm oda ting 4000 listener~. The different church organizations
sapport schools and theological seminari es and carry on missionary work :
home -missions, missions among the
heathens the Jews and the Mormons.
Although the Scandinavians have as
glorious memories and heoric past as
any people, yet ''old country ideas "are
not perpetuated by them in this country. They are liberal supporters of the
American common schools and in their
church management, the members, not
the ministers, rule, and things are conducted as in the American free churches.
In educational, literary and II}Usical
matter s there are a host of representatives. The best known are Rev. Kris tofer Janson, of Minneapolis j R. B.
Anderson, of Wisconsin University j
Hjalmar Hjort Boyeson of Columbia
College, N. Y., and Gustaf Stolpe of
the mu ical conservatory at Rock Island, Ill.
At the Smithsonian Institution we find
Herman Holm, botanist, Dane, Martin
Linell, entomologist, Swede, and Leonhard Steineger, the popular ornithologist, orwegian.
Through the ent rprise of the daring
Dane, i tus Bering- after whom Bering ea, Bering trait, Bering I -land
etc., are named- a new route to the
\Ve tern world a ross the broad Pacifi ,
wa found, and normous source of
wealth, now in po se ion of the United
tate , were opened up to the civilized
world.
·when the ivil \Var broke out whole
regiments of candina ian went to the
front. I mention the 15th "i consin.
Barnes'Hi tory of the United tate ays

about the combat between the Monitor
and the Merrimac: ''On this battle
hinged the fate of the war."
The telegraph flashed the joyful news
everywhere : The Monitor has whipped
the M errimac ! the danger is over !
John Erikson the inventor of the
Monitor, as is well known, is a Swede.
Are there only good things to be
said about the Scandinavians? No,some
of them-a few of them-are parasites
on the tree of American prosperity.
But to prove that th ese are exceptions
among the Scandinavians I refer you to
a statement made by Albert Griffin of
Kansas, the leader of the anti-saloon
Republician movement.
He says:"People of Sweden and Norway are the
only ones who generally take the American view of the question. About 8o%
of the Swedes and Norwegians of Kansas voted for constitutional prohibition,
and a large number of them everywhere
oppose the saloons_"
merican papers in the Dakotas said
after the campaign that the Scandinavians carried the p ro hibition amendments.
Erikson, the Norwegian, found this
country j Erikson, the wede, was a
main factor in saving the nion . Perchance some Erikson, the Dane will b
the main factor in olving the greatest
moral, political and financial qne tion
before us for settlement to-day- the
liquor -question.
o that thi - country
which we all love this free nation which
we all hope to ee pro per may bee me
a sober nation.
The candinavian fla - have red, white
and blue, and are cheri hed with due
re pect, but the tar spangled banner
with it red, white and blue i the flag
that the candinavian of America love
to cheri h, honor and reYere.
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THE MATHEMATICIAN.
\V.

J.

IT was years ago that the engineer
applied mathematics to the pressu r e of
the wind and to the pressure of the wave
and balanced the one against the other.
The sail caught the wind and the hull
pressed the wave and the famous clipper .ships with their precious cargoes
sprang forward ten thousand miles making records of long-distance speed which
have never been equalled. By day and
by night, the sun, moon and stars, the
compass and their well-rated chronometers were their faithful guides directing their courses across the trackless
oceans. The guides spoke in languages
of motion, po ition and time ; their only interpreters were astronomical observation and mathematical calculation.
The interpreters were reliable, the ships
found their ways, the captains delivered ri h cargoe bringing handsome returns for their voyages. And, it is afe
to say that, without these guides and
their interpreter , such voyages would
not have been made. And if they had
not been made, the lo
to ommerce
and to civilization would have been incalculable.
In the control and application of
ele tri al ener y, marvellou results
have been obtained. It is applie l in a
multitude of ways. It ring· the door
bell · it furni · he ~ the mo ·t perfe t of
artifi ial light ·; it is used in medi al
treatment; it drives the street car at a
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rapid rate and with undoubted ease; it
works the telegraph sounder making it
possible for places a thousand miles
apart to communicate without delay; it
works the sensitive plate of the telephone
making it possible for distant persons
to converse with less delay than would
be required for the sound of their voices, were they loud enough, to pass from
one to the other. The limits of its possibilities have not been reached and they
never will be reached until a theory of
it, entirely in acconJ with all its phenomena, has been mastered in all its
d etai l ·. Its theory is essentially mathc mati al and no one can hope to master
it who has not first become wdl acquainted with the elements of math em atics through the differential and integral
calculus.
It is unnec s ·ary to multiply examples
showing the usefulness of the pra ti al
applications of mathematics. Enou rh
of the e have now been given. It remains to give a few results arising from
th purely fan iful assumption s. Th1s
is the more difficult to do on a count of
the te hnical nature of the su!Jje t.
Here th devotee of pure mathcmatics work all alone and very often aring naught for the pra tical appli ation .
f his results. Hi· work even when
founded on fan iful hypotheses, may
have a value, for it may lead to new
methods of investigation and to the in-
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vention of improved notation.
The
former may be of value to the practical
ma~hematician and the latter, as has so
often been the case, may be the means
by which the science advances. The
pure mathematician makes his assumptions and derives their consequences.
Some results may be of interest.
The plane has two dimensions, length
and breadth; space has three dimensions, length, breadth and thickness.
The investigation of the properties of
plane figures leads to algebraic forms
containing two variables and the investigation of the properties of figures in
space leads to analogous forms containing three variables. Now, if space had
four dimen sions, the analogous forms
would contain four variables. By investigating the properties of algebraic
equations containing four variables and
giving the results a geometrical interpretation, the properties which figures
would have, if space had four dimensions, may be obtained. The properties of a few figures have been investigated in thi way and the results obtained are sometimes very curious. An example will illustrate. In space of four
dimensions, if it existed, a sphere could
be turned inside out without tearing.
ynamics also furnishes interesting
results, some based upon true and ome
upon fanciful a umptions. Theoretical astronomy, treating of the motions
of the heavenly bodie , i a particular
case of the former and analogous theories, particular cases of the latter. The
mathematical investigations of the motions of the hea enly bodies are ba ed
on the law of gravitation and the re ults
obtained agree with those obtained from

observation within the limits of probable error of observation. It is found
that this law requires the planets to revolve about the sun in ellipses, the sun
being at a focus. What these motions
would have been, if the law of attraction had been other than that of the inverse square of the distance, has, to
some extent, been investigated. For
the simplest case, that in which there is
but one planet and the sun, the following results, among others, have been
found. If the force of attraction varied directly as the distance between the
planet and the sun, the planet would re volve about the sun in an ellipse, the
sun being at the center of the ellipse;
if it varied as the inverse cube of the
distance, the planet would revolve about
the sun in a spiral; if it varied as the
inverse fifth power of the distance, the
planet would revolve in a circle passing
through the sun; if it varied as the inverse seventh power, the planet woulci
move in a curve much like the fi gu re
eight, known as the lemniscate, the su n
being at the intersection.
The number of possible assumptions
i.s unlimited. The field of investigation
lies open in eve ry direction. The inventive mathematician will always have
a stock of difficulties to engage hi most
serious attention.
Let him work at
them, let him pu h forward hi
cience
a far a he can. Good will come of
his work, ood will come of hi. cience.
But let him not think that hi
cience
is all, there are other cien e and there
are art of equal importance other
that touch life and humanity a deeply,
and it takes them all to make the perfect whole.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.
The following most valuable names
have been added to the list of membership,-T. G. Rodgers of Money Creek,
Minn., Carrie Mills of Trent, Mich.,
L. M. Troup of Warsaw, Ind., and J.
W. True.
The essays on the history of the
Schools of Philosophy which have been
written by outside members and read
before the Association by the Corresponding ecretary have been very instructive. They also aid in keeping up
a deeper interest between those in and
out of school. \Ve think thi should be
continued in the future and, if each will
do his duty, it will not require a very
great effort on the part of any one.
QUERIES.

26 . Required the volume intercepted by the
edge of a right circular cylinder who~e radius is
r,in passing through at rigl:!t angles the center of
another cylin'tler whose radiu is R; when R i
greater than r. What if they form the angle 0?
J.

L. T.

27. Two men bought a mining claim of 1000
feet for 1000. After examining it they found
that it wa much richer at one end than at the
other. One man agreed to pay 1) of a dollar
more per foot than the other and take the richer
end.
ow a - each man was to pay one -half of
the above amount, how many feet should each
have and what is the price per foot that each man
should pay? By Algebra.
D. W. WHIPPLE.
28. A log t\\"O feet in diameter is sawed onethird in two. What i the distance from the cen·
ter of the log to the part. awed?
G. T.
s.
29. On the top of a pole roo feet high i a
globe 100 feet in diameter.
n the globe i a
man, the distance of who e eye from the globe is
6 feet. A line let fall from hi eye i. perpendic ·
ular to the plane of the earth . \\'hat i. the area
of the circle ob·cured from his vi. ion?
J. fJ. M.
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23. Explanation. - The part broken off forms
with the perpendicular part and the surface of
the water a right -angled triangle, having the surface of the water for its base, the perpendicular
part for its perpendicular and the part br ken of£
for its hypotenuse.
Solution.
100 feet - 10 feet =90 feet, part above water.
Let x = the part broken off.
Then, 90 -x =the perpendicular part.
1. x 2 - (90 - x) 2 = 20 2
2. x 2-81oo -+ 18ox-x 2 =400
3· r8ox=85oo
4· X=47~, part broken off.
5· 90- x- 42~, perpendicular part
Carrie 1ills.
25 . 1. I ,e t A C be the bridge of which B is
the center and let ADC be the arc.
2. AC = IO feet and BD 3 feet.
3· Let 0 be the center of the arc ADL" and let x
OB.

4·

OW

A0 2

AB?:.-+

BO~.

5· . ·. (x + 3) 2 25 -t x 2
6. Whence, x 2?:3
7· 3+2% 5% radiu of circle.
8. Let angle AOD _ (),
9· Then sin () 5 : 5% H .882353
10. 0= ·in- 1 .882353~61 deg. 55 min. 38 sec.
1 I. Arc ADC : 2 piR : : 20 : 360°
2piR X 20
rc ADC
12.
36o <leg.
4 Y 3-1416 )<' 17 )(6r cleg. 55 min. 38 ·ec .
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - 12.24
3 )<360 rleg.
13 .. ·. Length of a rc - 12.24 feet.
G. T. Cass.
Solutions for o. 2 r and t\o. 23 were :llso sent
in by C. T. 'as of State Line, lnd.,and for No.
25, by . tiL Jan ·ky of Crookston, 1inn. But
the olution for No. 21 was received too late for
publication in the last Number. We should he
prompt in sending in our solutions, as the first one
received, if sati factory, is the one that is pub
li hed.
The programs for the next six w(;ek '"ill he
the three last one. give n in the J 'ovember • ' urn ·
ber.

THE EDI TOR.

ln reply to the question "whether
the law compels all children to take
every branch of the course of study, or
whether they can leave out some of
these," Supt. Vories, after referring to
the fact that the Supreme Court of Indiana has never adjudicated a similar
case, says,There might be some cases in which
it would be reasonable and just to excuse a pupil from taking the full cour e,
or in the order prescribed; but they
are the exceptions, I think.
It seems to me it would be best to
educate the people to see that it is advantageou to their children to take all
the studies, and in the order prescribed,
rather than to re ort to the law to compel p ople to do that which is obviou ly to their own interest. A parent stand
in hi own light when he object to
having his child carried through the
our e of study in the sequential order.
Commendation.

The killing f Mi s mith, a aptain
in th
alvation Arm by 1i Biedler
at
maha contain
orne feature of
g neral intere t to very teacher. If
the r ports in the daily paper ~ may be
tru ted, the hief motive for the deed
wa j alou ·y an l an in ane le ire for
r ognition upon th part f the layer.
The army wa holdin a erie of meeting at Omaha in honor of La ~rarehale Bo th ~libborn an 1 ommi ionr allingt n Booth and e citement ran

high. Capt. Smith and Miss Biedler
were present, and, so it would seem,
Miss Biedler, not being able to receive
from Capt. Smith the amount of attention craved, in a fit of jealous frenzy
shot her.
Every teacher knows how important
a part commendation plays in every
thing pertaining to his work. No teacher ever succeeds, unless he can make
all his pupils feel that he knows what
they are each doing and that he respects
them not only for what they can do but
for what they really are. Many a timid pupil has been crippled by criticism
or ruined simply for want• of a little
honest but hearty recognition. On the
other hand, there are some pupils who e
desire for recognition is almost a mania,
and very often a teacher' harde t task
is to tell how to conduct himself without
doing irreparable mischief. The de ire
for approbation is undoubtedly a Yirtue,
but one of a much lower grade than the
desire to help others. It ha its ba i
in fear, and in a certain en e i , no
doubt, itself the ba:i of the higher
virtue; yet in any exce ive ca ·e of deelopment it become the fountain of
the lowe t vice of human nature.
uming that the report of the maha
tragedy are tru tworthy the explanation
of the poor girl' ondu t i omething
a follow : he ha l been a quainte 1
' ith fi s mi th and talked with her
friend on term of intima y when they
had only the plain urrounding of their
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routine life. She went to Omaha, where
her friend was a Cap tain, and wore the
tawdry insignia of office. She saw her
friend talk with the great dignitaries of
the army, and her own lowly position
seemed so low. If she could only get
her friend's recognition in public, the
Captains, and Generals, and Commissioners would think she was in reality
something more than a plain private.
Failing in her efforts, she be came maddened, and the bloody deed gave expression to her chagrin and disappointment. Every teacher has encountered
cases of the kind , though, fortunate] y,
lack of muscular strength usually prevents such tragic outcome. But the
teacher has no higher duty than to see
to it that no practice of his own m akes
possible any thing of the kind. There
are a thou sand ways, in which he may
become the unwitting agent of just such
tragedies.

in vain to free themselves from the toils
of the destroyer. Over ninety per cent.
of those who have taken the Keeley
treatment are not only cured of the appetite for strong drink but have such an
aversion for it that the temptation is utterly removed. They go back to their
vocations, "clothed and in their right
mind." \Vhat other reform movement
has been able to show so large a percentage of cures? How many times
have we see n brave men sign the pleJge,
and struggle heroically for a while
against the gnawing and devouring appetite only to succumb at last, and go
down in disgrace and despair? Inebri ates in every stage of the disea ·e should
be encouraged to take a cour:e of treat ment at this wonderful sanitarium.
These miserable wretches who have
neither means nor ambition to attempt
it, sho uld be sent at the public expense
or by private sub cription.

The Keeley Cure for Inebriates.

Licenses for Specialists.

An institution at Dwight, Ill., is working wonuers, so to speak, in the curing
of the drink-habit. Dr Keeley, its founller, proceeding on the belief that intoxi ation develop into a disease, has lliscoverell a remedy. The exact formula
has not been given to the public, but
is called the ''chloride of gold ure."
Much has been said and written pro
and con on the subject.
1any 'promine 1't" phy ician hav cried "Qua k ery", and the public generally ha · been
omewhat incredulou . Thi cannot be
wondered at in this age of cure-a ll and
qua k nostrum of every kind. But
"By their fruits ye shall know them ,"
ancl jud ing by thi rule we mu t onelude that the I o tor i a benefa tor
and hi- in tituti n a god- eml to th
mi. erable drunkaru· who are stru nJing

Below is the full text of an opinion
recently given by Attorney General
mith on the necessity of specialists be ing compelled to undergo the ustomary
examinations before being allowed to
tea h in graded schools.
The act of Mar h z, 1889, ( ts of
1889, page 85) prO\·ides that the ounty
superintendent shall examine all appli
cants for teacher's license, in the knowledge of orth graphy, reading writing,
arithmeti , geography, En glish grammar, physiology, the history of the
ni ted 'tate , and in the governmen t
of the common schools. \Vhere a per orr is examined for a position to tea h
in graded hool · the county . uperintendent may take into consid ration the
spe ial fitne . s of su h applicant to perfrmthe
rviesrcquir ' do him and
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shall make, on the licenses issued to such
applicant, a statement of the kind of
w~rk for which he is especially qualified; and the applicant, before being licensed, shall produce to the county
superintendent, the proper trustee's certificate or other satisfactory evidence
of a good, moral character.
Under the provisions of this section
it is not entirely plain whether it was intended that persons seeking positions in
graded schools, because of their special
fitness to teach music, drawing or penmanship, should hold a license qualifying them to teach in common schools ;
but in view of the construction given
this section throughout the State in the
graded schools, and adopting for myself
the most liberal construction that can
be given to the section, I am of the
opinion that where school boards have
directed the teaching of music, drawing
and penmanship as independent branches in such schools, the only license that
should be required of such teachers is
as to their fitness to teach in such special branches.
In arriving at this conclusion I have
given to the statute the only construeti on which in my judgment will carry
into force and effect the real intention
of the legislature.
To construe the Act to mean that every professor of mu ic, drawing and
penmanship, or other specialty, required to be taught in the graded school
must first how himself to be competent
to teach all the branche taught in the
common schools would, in a majority of
cases prevent chool boards from ecuring the very b t talent to teach in
the e pe ial branches. For it i but
fair to say that those po se ing the
highe t order of kill in spe ial branche ar in mo -t a , di qualified to

teach in all the branches required to be
taught in the common schools of this
State.
And I conclude, therefore, that the
legislature in authorizing these special
branches to be taught in the graded
schools did not intend to require of such
persons other qualifications than their
fitness to teach such branches. This
being true all such persons, when employed to teach such special branches
should be paid therefor in the same
manner as other teachers are paid.
Indianapolis.

A brief visit to our capital city recently, gave the writer an opportunity
to look in upon the Indianapolis schools
and form some opinion as to their
character and efficiency.
They a;e
without doubt under excellent management, and have a corps of teachers that
for zeal and professional intelligence
are scarcely excelled. No hobbyism is
noticeable, and first class, common
sense, school work is the rule. vVe
have seen better work than was found
in some of the grades, and noticed that
teachers often labored under great disadvantages, owing to lack of needed
supplies. It is a disgrace to the chool
Board of Indianapolis that primary
teachers are compelled to purcha e at
their own expense all modern helps and
devices used in their chool rooms. One
teacher claimed to ha e pent 5. oo per
month of her alary rather than do with "
out nt=;eded apparatu . This' ould not
be uch a urpri ing thing in rural eli trict but to happen in a city o noted
for the excellency of it school
i a
shame and a di ara ce.
' e do not belie e that the intelliaent
people of Imlianapoli omplain of the
co t of their chool , or that the would
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willingly, if they understood the matter,
permit their hard-worked and poorly paid school-ma'ams to furnish supplies
for their schools from their meager earnings. These self-sacrificing women, in
their zeal to have the best possible work,
rob themselves of what should be laid
by for future use, and the great School
Board of the capital city of the tate of
Indiana seems to magnanimously permit it.
Seneca's Prophecy.

Apropos of the Columbian Exposition, Prof. H. M. Skinner calls attention to some remarkable lines from
eneca which, in the opinion of Mr.
Skinner may refer to the then unknown
Western World. "I do not," he says,
"wish to be misunderstood at all in the
closing paragraph: that is intended
simply as a playful allusion to Bishop
Lowth's claim for the 'inspiration' of
the Pollio of Horace. For my part I
have always believed that the imagery
of the Pollio was borrowed from Isaiah,
and that ergil had acce s to the Septaugint."
"It would seem that an appropriate inscription for a monument to 'olumbus
is offered in one of the choruses of
eneca, in which the "divine pagan"
predict the di overy of a new world in
the later ages. This remarkable prophecy is contained in the following verses
from that highly wrought tragedy, the
Medea:
enient anni , eettla eris,
Quibus ceanus vincula verum
Laxet et ingen pateat tellu ,
Tethy que no\'o. deteget orb ,
1 ·ec
it terri ultima Thule.
- .\ ct II. 375-9·
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In the far off years an age shall come
When the ocean, forsooth, shall loose its chains,
And a wonderful continent shall app ar;
The sea shall bring new realms to vie\\:,
And the ltima Thule no more ball be.

\Vhile this rendering may not reveal
any of the "divine afflatu s," it is, as
Mrs. Malaprop might say, measurably
"littoral."
eneca, it appears, goes
further than Columbus. The former
predicts the discovery of a new ontinent, while the latter sought only a new
way to a region already known. If l'Oil tinent be not the conventional rendering of ingens tel/us, the expression
means , evidently, a vast body of land,
compri sing various domains of imperial
extent ( novos orbes).
en ca lived, it will be rem ember d,
in th days of the early empire, and
was put to death by ero, A. D. 65.
His prophecy remained unfulfill d for
more than fourteen centuries. It has
been held that the author of the Pollio was
inspired when he wrote of the coming
of the virgin and the de cent from
heaven of the divin off pring to remit
sin and to inaugurate a saturnian ag
of pea e. What, then , of . 'eneca?
Shall he be enrolled in the same anon
with the prophet ergil?"
THI~ . CHOOL.
The winter term opened with a very
large attendance an(l the lasses are
doin r excellent work.

The type -writers have been moved to
the r oom formerly used as the book stor whi h hetter a commoclatcs this
rapidly-growing department.
.\mon r those who ha\'e xpress ·cl
them lves on the proposed reuni n in
'93 is L. B. Dre: r of '8r, who. ays,
I .·ee that you suggc ·t a reunion and am ' ry
glad of it. I think e\ery gradual· from the l>chool
would b • present. [ wou)d SU{.:gest th:llthe da .
of r, 1 tak e it in charge ancl give a good pro~ram
with a r ·ception afterward., and as·t•s. each one
to defray cxpcwes. \\'c could all have a g1and
time and att nd the World'!; !'air together.
Bu ine : is goorl, but 1 would ·pare the time
ancl ;\lcKinl y' clollar to go. , ·e. t '

Probably no tran lation f the :M edea
ha ever been publi heel in thi. country.
In the ab ence f any authoriti,·e translation for I have ne,·er been abl
o
fin l ne) the followinrr is pre. en ted by
Let n h ar from other of thi · las:;
one wh ha, n t taken
u t a poeti
parti ularly what . tep have already
li n ·e:
l>een tak n.

THE EDITOR.
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C. H. McCann says,-

In regard to the talked of reunion in '93,1 deem
n reunion of st udents one of the best means of
st rengt·hening the cords of friendship between
them, and th e re is a certain agreeableness in the
social atmosphere at Valparaiso found in few oth er schools. I sec not hing to prevent a grand re union in '93·

A. L. Jeffery writes,- I hope th e r union will continue to he agitated. 1 mean to he there in '93, if at all possible.
There are other Valpo boys here who are also
making every preparation to be there.

The Star.

Nellie Moreau, of '91, is pleasantly
situated as assistant principal of the
High . . chool at Peotone, Ill.; W. A.
Hill, a Star of '89 c r '9o, is principal
of the same school.

T. M. . Hembroff, of '89 & '9o, is
principal of the school at Edinburgh,
Miss. He writes that he has a good
position and is well pleased with his
work.

are of a legal turn of mind, and John
will finish the Law Course in this school
this year.
At the last meeting, the following
were elected officers fort he ensuing term:
Pres., D. D. Feldman; Vice-Pres.,
John Lowe; Rec. Sec., Rosa Brown;
Cor. Sec., Maggie Harper; First Critic,
E. E. Reed; Second Critic, Lucy Holcombe; Treas., J. J. Me Mannaman;
First Editor, A. B. Craig; Ass't Editor
Ning Ely; Vocal Chorister, Lyman Vest;
Inst'l. Chor., Etta Simons; First Marshal, G. C. Glassell, zncl Marshal,
R. L. Moore; Commissioners, J. H.
Hannahan, J. W. Hughes, and H.
Berry. According to the amendment
recently made in the constitution, a
reporter for THE STUDENT was to be
elected for the year, and M. C. Landis
was chosen to fill the new office.
L C. L.
The Crescent.

L. D. Summers, a prominent CresFred Stroup, a Star of '89 and W. E.
Graves, of '9o & '91, spent their Thanks- cent of last year, is principal of the
giving vacation among their old friends schools in Oakland, Ind.
on allege Hill. Both are occupying
George R. Heck is at present at home
good positions as teachers, the former in Maple Rapid , Mich., but will spend
in St. Joseph Co., Ind., and the latter the winter in the East.
at Bremen, Ind.
S. E. Ellsworth has been practicing
. J. Hall, a star of '89, who has been law for some time but is now tea hing
traveling in Utah and Col. in the in- in Melville N.
t rests of R. . Peale c
o., of ChiMiss Rosa Lehman is teaching near
cago, has r turned to remain in school
Chesterton,
J. F. mith in Roanoke,
for at least two years. He will work in
the las ic ourse thi year and will and G. T. ass in tate Line. All in Ind.

take up the tudy of Law next year.
nother tar has launched his bark
upon the matrimonial ea, the adventurer thi time being Ro H. Gregory,
a cientific of '91 who wa married to
Ella Fan ey, of the tenographic department on Oct. 29. The be t wi hes
of their many friend and fellowtmlent are
tended to them.

Misses ale and Bishop, two of our
favorite elocutionists of last year are
giving entertainments in Iowa. They
certainly have ability in this line and
are meeting with merited success.

A. . \Vear is spending the fall and
winter in the outh traveling for the
'Home upply o." He eem to enjoy the work, fin ing it both plea ant
Frank Lowe, of ' 9
'9o ha a an profitable. Laura\\ ear i tea hin
clerk hip in the Pen ion Department rnu ic, with the best of results, at her
at\\ a bin ton, D. '. and in addition horne in Plymouth, Ill.
. L. Flack and
. Kinnon are
to hi cluti s in that capacity ha entere ada.
e th
e rgeto wn I ,aw chool. Both located at Paradi e Valley
of the boy , who ' er
la ic of '9o, The former being principal of chool
r
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THE EDITOR.
while the latter is engaged in some mercantile business at that place.
This
western city is to be congratulated for
securing two such energetic and enterprising citizens.
At the last regular meeting of the term
the following officers were electe 1:
Pres., J. C. McGhee; Vice Pres., F.
L. Norton; Rec. ec., May Gifford;
or. ec., Retta vVood; Critic·, B. F.
Williams and Anna Henry; Choristers,
Minnie Prout and H. H. Stroeter;
Treas., A. D. Bittner; Executive Committee, Messrs. Norton, Campbell, and
Kreiling; Marshals, Messrs. Chrisman,
and Noble; Editor, H. Ruring.

John G. York is teaching near Monon, Ind.
B. L. Ro kwood is teaching in \Vhite
County, Ind. this winter.
Harry Lowe a student of the . f.
S., is working on his father's farm near
Monticello, Incl.
George hafer of the Corn mercia!
Course is working for Bradley 'mith
and Co., Chi ago, Ill.
\Vm. P. Johnson is principal of the
Scranton, Ia., High chool at a salary
of $8o per month.

M. E. Buffington has left \\' i l1ita for
a better position as agent for the ColThe work of the Society during the umbia Building Asso iation 111 Denver,
past term has been very excellent indeed. Colo.
The President, Mr. e Haven, has been
\V.-. A. Ili gh, who may now be Ia . sed
nobly assisted by the other officers ancl
members in his energetic efforts to among the veterans, follows ( ~. A.
maintain and advan e the present high Hawkins as principal of the Lowell,
standing of the Society. Although many Ind. , s ho I.
of the members are new ones, they are
. M. Baughman, Jennie Berry, and
certainly not lacking in interest nor Marie C. Ro kwood, all students of the
wanting in ability. The financial con- N. I. . ·., arc teaching in the Iligh
dition is also very flattering, no debt,
'choal at Monon, Ind.
and a hanctsome surplus in the treasury.
Cyril ~1. Jansky, one of THE STl 'There certainly seem to be no reason s J>F. T's staunchest friends, is a candi why this year should not be an unusually date for the ounty superintendency of
prosperous one.
H. R.
Polk
o., finn. It i: an ; J 8oo posi tion.
\VHAT THEY
RE DOING.
E. A. lanly began his y ar's work
The "copy" of a large number of as principal of the Dawson, ~linn.,
notes prepared for this column this public schools
ug. 3 I. Ile sp nt the
month has been lost by some carele s- summer trav ling t!lrough the \ est and
ness, hence a great many, particularly reports a very plea ·ant trip.
of the cia es of '91, of whom yoM would
lr. and 1rs. J. \\'. Kitch both
like to hear mu t remain unnoticed.
cientific · of '8<), ar located at .\clair,
\ ill the friends who have o kindly
ent account of them elve plea e I owa. ~Ir. Kit h is prin ipal of the
write again that their work may be High cho land report: ex client pros
noticed in a
ub equent number? pects for a good year's w rk.
There i but one way to make thi
olJ . .'. Landers, .'upt. of the s ·hool s at
umn th
ucce
it ought to be- and Irvin Ill. say·,
that i for each of you to frequently
I am ddightcd more and more \\ ith 'Ill 1 !'·d t communi ate with u .
DE. "T.
I ha\'e he n tcaching since 'cp. 1, and
am very well plea ·ed with my school.

Ida .~arlow will tea h thi winter in
1ichigan.
ha Bau hman
t a hing near
\\' 1 ott Ind.

five department and
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lt contain,.

pupils.

. lr. Land ers ha · made an e. ellent
reputation for him:elf by hi~ . up ~ rior,
th r ugh w rk.

PUBLISHER'S PAGE.
AMONG THE MAGAZINES.
THE NEw ENGLAND MAGAZINE for
December makes its appearance in a
delicate white cover, with gilt lettering,
It is particularly well illustrated, and
all the articles are interesting, without
being slavishly Cbristmasy. The principal articles for the month are Canadian Journalists and Journalism by Walter Blackburn Harte, Pen Pictures of
the Bosphorous, a clever and interesting
account of an impressionist's views of
this charming corner of the East, and
the initial paper of a series of articles
on New England Witchcraft.
The Christmas number of THE LADIES'
HOME JouRNAL is a lovely number prepared for its 75o,ooo women readers by
such writers as Mamie Dickens, Amelia
E. Barr, Hezekiah Butterworth, Mrs.
Henry Ward Beecher, Minnie Hauk,

Palmer Cox, Rev. T. De Witt Talmage,
and many others equally well known.
The Fashion and Home departments
of PETERSON'S MAGAZINE in addition to
its excellent sketches, stories and poems
make it a favorite in thousands of homes.
The Christmas number is fully up to
the standard.
The Editor of the ATLA TIC MONTHannounces a new serial by F. Marion
Crawford entitled Don Orsino. The
January number • will also contain an
article by Henry James on Lowell's
London Life.
The notable articles in the December
number are a valuable essay on Rzdwrd
III, by James Russell Lowell, Jo!tn
Severn and !tis Correspondents, by William Sharp and The Transition in New
England Theology, by Alexander V. G.
Allen.
LY

PUBLISHER'S PAGE.

With this numper we present our
readers the Table of Contents of our
first volume of I 2 numbers, from Jan.
to Dec. 1891, inclusive.
A glance at this index will give a
tolerably clear conception of the general
character and scope of the journal.
We take it for granted-what many
of our teachers' jourm:.l and helps seem
to doubt or ignore-that the most of our
teachers and student are young men
and women of at least average intelligence: so, we have a oided the presentataion of the "skim-milk" diet of a
juvenile publication and ha e tried to
offer good and whole orne food.
In our efforts we have been ably and
un elfi hly aided by the Principal and
Faculty of this school. ·w hatever of

use and worth that so many of our
readers seem to think they have found
in our pages, is due to these earnest
workers who have stolen the time, ometimes from their leep, to give u the
benefit of their mature experience.
Without their influence and as istance
THE STUDE TT would have come to a
sudden and untimely end.

w·e begin the new year and volume
with renewed zea] and hopes that the
experience of the past twel ernonth will
enable u to do more than ever for our
rapidly-increa ing army of ubscriber
'Ve would call attention to the really
great offer mad b) the • tar Publi hing
o. in our adverti ina page .

OCTOBER EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
Almost any teacher who reads this
can, if h e will, secure without a cent of
outlay a se t of the great British Encyclopedia. It will pay at any rate to
inves ti gate their offer. W. T. Kightlinger, the president of the company, was
form erl y a student here, and can be reli ed on.
A great many sub scriptions expire
with this nu mbe r: we cordially solicit
th e prompt r en ewal of each of these.
If yo u do no t recei ve your STUDENT
by th e r o th of th e month write to us
im mediately and a second copy will be
sent. If yo u wait a month or two we
may b e unable to do this, as thus far
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the demand for back numbers has been
so great that the supply has become exhausted. Don't write to the agent with
whom you subscribed, but send directly
to us.
Considerable space will hereafter as
heretofore be given to the answers to
the examination questions proposed by
the State Board of Indiana. The sub jects will be treated with unusual full ness and illustrated wh en n ecessary.
It is the aim of thos e who prepare these
answers to give accurate and practical
information on the subj ects, rather than
results merely , and much information
is thus giv en in a convenient and concise form.

O CTOBER EXAMINATION QUESTIONS F R INDIA N .
C oN D UC T ED B Y

READ! G.
Gentlemen, if there be anyth ing in the uprem acy of races, the experiment now in progre s
will develop it. If there be any truth in the id ea
that those who is ued f rom the great Caucas ian
fou n ta in, and spread over E urope, a re to reac t on
I ndia and on Asia, and to act on th e whole present world, it may not be for us nor our child re n ,
nor grandchildren to see it, but it w ill be for our
decendants of some generatio n to ee th e ex tent
of that progre ·s and domi nion of th e favo red
races.
Fi·om .Speeclt by Daniel Webster.
A ·k five que tions on the above su itable to
bring out the meaning.
5 point , IO each .
All exercises in oral reading to be marked fro m
I to

so.

A . -sWER .

r . \ hat i me:mt by the upremacy of races?
2. What i · meant b) the Caucasian fountain?
3· Tn what way can the e people react on I ndia
:!nd A ia?
4· W hat is meant lJy the whole present world .
5· \ hat art: the favored races?

L

ARITHMETIC.
\Vhat i.- the lea ·t number which added to 77
93 will make the sum clivi ible( I ) by , (2)
by I I.

~- .'implify the following: 3~ 1 5 :~ 1 3!1 + %·

0 . P.

M c A uLEY.

I -"'1.'~ I% 5i
3· Sim plify: I~r- -- -1- - --.

2-J:3

3~
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4· If the ea rth made a comple te revo lut ion in 24
hou rs, through what a ngle wou ld it tu rn in
3 m inutes ?
5· Wha t su m of money m ust be invested in 4)/z
per ce nt. bonds a t 83_% to bring an income
of 219?
6. H ow much doe the a m ou nt of 1,800 at 6
per cent. for 3 years, co mpounded annuall y ,
exceed the amount at simple inte rest?
7· Two telegraph stations a re I8 mi les, 40 rQd ,
44 yar ds apart. If th e te legraph poles be
tween them are8 rods apart how ma ny poles
will be needed and how muc h wi ll they co ·t
at 20 cents apiece?
8. Divide o .O I44 by 4 ,8oo ; mu lti ply the q uotient
by 6.co 4 and extrac t th e quare ro t of the
product.

A .

WER •

1. 77 93 : - 9736 with a remainde r of 5· TIence
if 3 be added the number will contain 9737
time..
'imilarly,if 9 be added the number
will contain 1 I 7082 time·.
2·

3~ --l- 5~3
7~9l

3~h

- I2iJ.

.,_72
2

- 7:3

%- 2e0s7 -l Vi -!

~il>. + ~~~

I!

5~

~~

3~

6J.i

3

H- 22 -+ !-(o l'z

- -H- r'r·

k

u.

-=

OCTOBER EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
4· If in 24 hrs . ,or 1440 minutes, it makes I revolution it turns through36o 0 ,thenin one min ·
ute it turns through 14\o of 36o 0 =-f4!14 0 deg.
or ;( o; and in 3 minutes it turns through 3
)(}.( 0 :::= !deg. :::=45 minutes .
5· Let IOO %=par value of bonds.
then 4Yz % , or l%.=$2 !9
1 %= i of $219 = $4-&
roo % = Ioo )( $4-@-R = $4 a~ o o.
Now $1 in bonds costs 83_%c.
$4s~oo cost 43~oo X 83ygc. = $408I. 91%
6. $ I8oo at 6% interest compounded annually
will in 3 years mnount to $2 143.83
$ r8oo at 6% simple interest will in 3 years
amount to 2124
$2143·83--$2124= 19.83.
7· 18 mi. 40 rd. 44 yd. = 5808 rd.
Since the space between poles is 8 rd. there
will be 726 spaces : then if there are to he
poles at the stations,727 poles will be required; if no pL1les are needed at the stations
72 5 poles will be used. In the former case,
the cost will he $ 145·40, in the latter, it will
be $ 145·
8 . . 0144+ 4800= .000003
.000003 )(6.004=·0000180 12
~- oooo 1 So I 2 =·.004244+
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GRAMMAR.
No shadow rests on the fame of Daniel Boone.
Nature does not produce such a man in a
generation, nor even in every century; when
she does it is with a specific purpose, which
is always accomplished. Select the personal pronouns in the foregoing, and give the
gender and case of each.
2. Tell the kin :l of each foregoing sentence.
Is
the clause "which is always accomplished"
restrictive? Justify your last answer.
3- 4. Write each clause in the following, and explain its uses and relations as part of the sen·
tence in which it is found:
"But other doubt possesses me, lest harm
Befall thee severed from me; for thou knowest
vVhat hath been warned u , what malicious Foe,
Envying our happiness and of his own
Despairing, seeks to work us hame."

1.

-- 1ILTON.

5· Give the past tense and perfect participle of
the following verbs: ew, sow, lay,. flee, fly.
6. Correct the following sentence , and give the
reason for each correction: a. I hould have
liked to have seen so fine a sight! b. There
let him lay. c. The courage of the oldier
and the citizen are the same in e ence. d.
The orator spoke of the notion that public
debt might be repudiated with contempt.
7. v rite ·entences illustrating all the uses of the
clause when not u ed ub tantively.
'Vrite a sentence using an infinitive of purpose.
One containing a modal ad\'erb.
9· State what part of -peech are inflected in En·
gkh, and gi,·e the pw·po e of inflection in
each ca e.

What parts of speech ex press relations of ideas
rather than ideas themselves in sentences?
ANSWERS.

"She" is a personal pronoun, feminine gender,
nominative case, subject of "does." Its antecedent is "nature." "It" is a personal
pronoun, neuter gender, nominative case,
subject of "is."
2. The first is a simple declarative senten.:e. The
second is a complex declarative sentence.
The clause "which is always accomplished"
is restrictive, because it cannot be changed
to any other form.
3-4. The clause, "lest harm, etc.," is really a substantive clause, in apposition with ''doubt."
\Vith expressions of doubting, fearing, etc ..
in imitation of the Latin idiorn, theclauseis
often treated as a final clause. (See Maetzner Vol. 3, p. 415.) "Befall" is subjunctive mode, like the Latin with ne or quominus. The participial clause, ''severed from
me," is an adverbial appositive with "thee,"
-really an abridged concessive clause . The
clauses, "what hath been warned us,"
"what malicious foe," etc. , are indirect
questions, the cognate objects of "knowest."
The participial clauses , "envying, etc.," :He
adverbial appositives with "foe," real;y
abridged causal clauses. The extract is fr, .m
Paradise Lost, Book 9, Line 2 51.
5· Past, sewed, perfect participle, sewed . I'ast,
sowed, perfect participle,sowed. Past,laid,
perfect participle, laid. (This may al o ue
regular.) Past,flew,perfect participle,flown.
6. a. I should like to see such a fine sight. The
perfect tense is improper, as the thing exists
in th e mind of the writer now. b. fherc let
him lie. The verb is in the present tense.
hence hould be "lie." c. The courage of
the soldier and of the citizen is the same in
essence. The sentence would be stronger
thus: In esse nce, the courage of the soldier
and of the c iti zen is the same. We supp ly
" of," otherwise "soldier" and "citizen"
would refer to the same person. The sub·
ject is "courage", hence the verb should be
singular. d. The orator spoke of the idea
of a public deht being repudiated with contempt. Of course, there are everal ways in
which it might be corrected, owing to the
thought of the writer.
7· The man who went to town bas returned.
This is used adjectively. When he comes I
will go. "\ ben he come " i u ed adverbially. If he remain I cannot help him.
The clause, "if he remains, i u ed alwer bially. \Ve topped at the house where my
friend lived.
·\\here my friend lived" is
used adjectively.
lie came to chool to study grammar. I compelled him to leave the room.
9· I ouns, pronoun , adjecti\·e and adverbs.
The purpose of inflection i to giye the different form that any word assume .
10. Prepo ilion , conjunctive adverbs, relativ~
pronouns and relative ad \·erps,
1.

OCTOBER EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

1.

PHYSIOLOGY.
Define a cell. A tissue . An. organ. A gland.
IO

2.

3·

4·

5·
6.

1·

1.

Sketch the stomach, showing its location and
connections.
IS
Beginning at the right auricle of the heart,
trace the circulation of the blood through its
entire course, stating what changes it undergoes in the process of its circulation.
IS
Name the glands that secrete fluids that aid
in digestion. Name the fluids.
IS
What effect has the use of tobacco upon the
system?
IS
You touch a hot stove and immediately withdraw your h a nd. Explain the process, naming the different parts of the body taking
part in the act and stating the part performed by each.
IS
Give what you consider the three most impor tant general directions for preserving health,
with your reasons for so ranking them. IS
ANSWERS.
(a) A cell is the primary structural element of
organisms. (b) A tissue is a definite aggre gate of cells or cell derivatives forming the
structural elements of organs. (c) An organ
is a physiological aggregate of tissues or a
definite part of the organism developed for
performing a function. (c) A gland is a n organ performing the function of excretion o r
secretion or both.
E xamples: Excretion,
kidneys; ecretion, salivary glands; both, liver.

2.

3·

4.

5·

pper part of the abdominal cavity showing
Li . liver, stomach, cardiac rifice of stomach, seen beneath the liver, ' resophagus,
In. large intestines, D diapragm,L left side,
R right side.
Pulmona ry arteries, pulmonary capillaries; here
it is oxidized, loses part of its carbonic acid,
watery vapor and organic impuritie . Next,
pulmonary veins, left auricle, left ventricle,
aorta, arterie arteriole , systemic capillaries; here it give up its oxygen takes up C0 2
H 2 0 and product of organic decompositi n.
Text, vein , enae cavae, right auricle.
'alivar gland , secrete aliva.
lucous glands, ecrete mucous.
Pancreas gland , ecrete Pancreatic juice.
Liver, ecrete bile.
Intestinal gland ecrete ·uccus entericu .
Tobacco i an irritant to the mucou mem brane . It i a laxative. It retards the oxi ·
dation of the blood. Heart of animals
poi ·oned with tobacco contain black fluid
bl d. Its habitual use deranges the ·ecretions of salivary and mucous glands generally

6os

producing Catarrh. No habitual smoker has
a healthy throat.
6. It is a reflex act. A nerve impulse due to the
stimulus of heat is carried to a nerve center
by an afferent nerve. The nerve center sends
an impulse back along an efferent ne rve to
the muscles of the arm which contrac t and
move the hand. Pain may or may not ac·
company the process.
7· Directions for preserving health can not l>e
classified with reference to their importance
any one of the 4 following being just as important as another.
(a) Proper diet, (b) absolute cleanline· · of
person and clothing, (c) regular exercise
adapted to employment and (d) regular intervals of rest.
GEOGRAPHY.
How may newspapers be mad e useful in teach ing geography?
2. What value do you attach to comparison and
contrast in the tudy of geography?
3· How woull you modify the text-book, which
compares the sizes of countries with l'enn
sylvania, to meet the wants of your pupils?
4· Where is the National Park? Give a ·hort description of it.
5· To which other subjects of study is geography
most clo ely related? Justify your an. wer.
6. What are the products of Spain?
7 8. Draw an outline of South ,\mcri ca, ancllocate its grand divisions.
9· Bound the e rman Empire . Cive its capital
and a short account of its sy~tem of government.
10. \Vrite five question · which yon \\OUid give a
class of pupil about to finish the study of
In diana.
'S WJ<:RS.
1. By reading to a class or the ·c hou! . ome new-.,
items, or articles of interest, ancl asking the
more advanced pupils to find on the map the
places; mentioned or to look them up at their
lei ure and report the followin~ day.
2. An excellent method. [t give· ideas and at
the ·ame time fixes them in the mind.
3·
se Indiana or Illin oi ·for the unit.
4· (a) In the north-we ·tern corner of \ ) oming".
(b) It i. sixty-five miles long, fifty five mile·
wide, and contain· noted fall , canons, and
gey:ers.
5· (a) Probably ger>logy. (h) <;col ogy tell:-. how
th e surface of the earth h.t-; l,c ·n fittt·d f•>r
man' occupancy and g ography dcscril,cs
th e urface and tells what usc man has madl·
of it.
6. \ ool, wheat, wine, orange·, oli,· · , r:ti ·in·,
. ugar, . alt, lead, coHee, iron, cork and raw
ilk .
9· (a) . . ·orth 'ea J enmark, llalti c . ·a, l 'u :ia,
Austro-llungary, ·, itterland , 1 ratH:c , Del1.
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OCTOBER E XAMINA TION QUESTIONS.

gium, and the Netherlands. (b ) Berlin. (c)
The empire consists of four kingdoms, six
grand duchies, five duchies, seven principali ties and three free cities, all united under
one emperor as a limited monarchy, though
each division ha an independent local gov• ernment.
IO. ( I ) Draw outline and natural features.
(2)
ame and locate the products.
(3) Give the exports and imports.
(4) Give the occupations of the people .
(5) Commercial facilities and name the not
ed persons, places and things.

I.

2.

3·
4·

5·

6.

7·

HISTORY.
Describe the first great battle of the late war
and its effects.
Name the members of Washington's first cabinet.
What were the relations of the United States
to France during the French Revolution?
Name the two political parties that existed at
the close of Washington's first administration, and state what views each held.
Give a brief biography of any of the following :
ndrew Jackson,Daniel Webster, Robert Y.
Hayne.
What were the leading issues in the presidential contest of 1840, and who were the candidates?
Who was Samuel F . B. Iorse, and with what
great event is his name a ociated?
De cribe the battle between the Alabama and
the Kearsarge.
ANSWERS.

1.

Bull Run.
The overland road from Washington to
Richmond i crossed, about 35 mile from
Washington, by a small stream called Bull
Run. Here the Confederate army was posted at l\1ana ·a Junction, under Gen. P. G.
T. Beauregard.
The Union army, under
_,en. Irwin McDowell reached Bull Run,
July 2I, pa eel the stream successfully, and
clefeatecl a great part of Beauregard' - army.
In the afternoon, before the battle was decided, the onfederate en. Joseph E. John ton IJr ught up a fre h army from the ~hen 
andoah valley. The
nion army became
panic - tricken, and fled in wild di order to
'Na hington. The ' onfederate army wa in
n condition to pui" ue.
The force were at fir t about 30 ooo on
each side. John ton brought in Io,ooo men.
The nion lo s wa ., ooo · the Confederate
lo , 2 coo.
The effect.
It taught the rorth that a mere eli play of
military for e would not ubdue the 'outh.
It taught the ' orth that a de perate ·truggle
was before them. To meet thi
ongre
voted 500 ooo,ooo and 500 000 men. Gen.
~lc lellan wa appointed to the command
of the Army of the Potomac.

2. Washington's first Cabinet.
Secretary of State, Thomas Jefferson.
" Treasury, Alexande r H amilton.
" \Var, Henry Knox.
Attorney General, Edmond Randolph.
3· "The French Revolution was at first hai led
with delight by both parties in the United
States." After some time, sympathy was
withdrawn from the revolutionists by theFederals, and increased for them hy the Anti
Federals. So popular did the course of th e
French revolutioni ·ts become in the U. S.
that citizens were eager to aid France in her
war against England. The relations form·
erly existing between the U. S. and England
and France, rendered it imp ssible to fix a
policy acceptable to all. After a very care·
ful consideration, Washington issued on Apri l
23, 1793,his proclamation of neutrality, by
which the U. S. were to keep f ree from complications w ith foreign powers. Thus the
policy became one of neutrality.
4· (a) Federal.
1. Favored a strong internal policy .
2. Favored a liberal construction of t heco nstitution.
(b) Anti Federal.
1. Favored a limited internal policy.
2. Favorer! a close construction of the constitution.

5· (a) Andrew Jackson a celebrated American
general and statesman was born in Union Co.
orth arolina on the I5th of March 1767.
vVe have little definite information about his
schooling. Parton ays "he learned to read,
to write, and cast accounts;-little more.''
In 1785 he began the tudy of law at 'alis
bury, North 'arolina. In I 78 he removed
to ashville, Tennessee, where he began the
practice of law.
lie was a member of the convention which
framed the Constitution of Tennessee in 1796,
and in the fall of the same year was elected
repre>.entative to Congre s by the people of
Tennessee, which was then entitled to only
one member. In I797 he became a
. S.
'enator for Tenne see. He re igned hi seat
in the U .. ·. ,'enate in I 798, and in a hort
time became Judge of the Supreme C urt of
Tenne see. He erved in thi capacity from
1798 to 1 04
i\lr. Jackson did ome brilliantwork in the war of I 12,and in the fir t
Seminole war. It wa his brilliant work at
r 'ew Orlean that elevated him to the highest point and made him the idol of a large
portion of the
merican people.
lie was
appointed governor of Florida in I 2 I. In
I z., he wa elected a
. ,'. ,' enator, and
n minated a candidate for the Pre idency
by the legi ·lature of Tenne · ee. The elec tors failing to elect, the election went to the
h u e, and i\1r. Jack on \Yas defeated by J.
Q. dam . In I 2 he wa elected Pre ident.
i\[r. Jack ·on' Pre idential careerwa a reat
succe . He retired from public life in I 37.
fie went to hi home in Tenne ee lived a
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replied. lie was governor of his native :tale
rather quiet and retired life until his death at
from r832 to r834and advocated nullification.
the Hermitage, March 8, 1845.
He died in 1840.
(b) Daniel Webster, a celebrated American
statesman, jurist and orator, was born at Salis - 6. Parties.
I. Abolition, or Liberty.
bury, New Hampshire, Jan. 18, 1782. On
For President, James G. Birney.
account of his delicate constitution he was
For Vice President, Thomas Earle.
permitted to spend a large portion of his childII. Whig.
hood in play. Having learned the rudiments
For President, William II. Uarrisun.
of education at home anJ in the country
For Vice President, John Tyler.
schools in the vicinity, he wa sent in May
[I[ Democratic.
1796 to Phillips Exeter Academy. In Feb.
For Presid e nt, 1artin VanBuren.
1797 he quit the Academy and pursued his
For Vice P resident, Richard M. Johnson.
studies under the tuition of Rev. 'am ue l
The \Vhigs and Abolitionists really :ulopt\Vood, of Boscawen.
ed no platform, but he ld up for public co m He entered Dartmouth College as a freshman
ment VanBuren's administration.
in Aug. 1797· lie graduated in Aug. 18o r.
The main issue were
He began the study of law in 1801.
In
r. The national bank.
politics he was a zealous Federalist. To fin 2. The protective tarif-f.
ish his legal education, he went to Boston in
3- VanBuren ' s financial policy.
1804, and wa admitted to the bar in :\lar.
4· The Sub tre asury scheme.
18o5 . He rose rapidly in hi profession and
5· The susp~nsion of internal improvewas soon able to compete with the ablest
ments.
lawyers in the country. In 1812 he was
6. The ext ravagant expenditures of the
elected to Congress, and re-elected in 1 q.
Seminole war.
At the c lose of the J 4th Congress, he resol v7. Re election of a prcsiclen t for a 2<1
ed to retire from public life, and in 1816
term .
removed from Portsmouth to Bo ton where
he might devote his entire time to his pro- 7. Samuel I<. B. Morse was an Ameri can inven tor, and artist. llis name is associated with
fession. His argument before the Supreme
the Electric Telegraph.
Court of the U. S. in the Dartmouth College
case, in 1818, raised him to the highe t rank 8. TliF. ALAB \MA and rrn: KEARSAR<;E.
as a constitution lawyer. He was a mem The .\labama was the m ost notetl of the Brit
ber of the convention which met in 1820 to
ish steamers. No event of the great ·ivi l
revise the constitution of Mas . In 1822
war excite<] such deep indignation, such !Jithe was elected to 'ongress by the voters of
ter re ·cntment, as the career of the \ l,than_ta:
Boston, and re -elected in 1824 and continued
not because she co mmitte•! such havoc wtth
to serve in the House until r 828, when he wa ·
our commerce; nor was it hc~ause she had
transferred to the U. S. Senate. I Ie deliv sunk the ll atterls a merchant steamer Lon
ered the oration on the laying of the cornervcrted into a gun boat; but it was because
stone of Bunker [[ill monument in Jun e, 1825,
Engl aml hatl ·sen t o•tl a lhi~ish ~hip, with
and pronounced the eulogy on Adams and
British guns, and seamen trat_ne<l_ll1 her own
J effe rson in Faneuil Hall, Boston in 1826.
practice- ·hip, a vcssd Engltsh tn e\'ery es
His m ost memorable parliamentary effort was
sential hut her !lag, to L\y wa:te the coni
his famou reply to I layne, of South aroli merce, of a country with" hich she profc ·sed
na, in 1 30. lie erved as senator untilt841,
to he at pcac _ Tht! \l al>ama \\'a.' not t e
when he wa appointed. 'ecretary of tate by
ganled as a 'onfederate ve~sel of \\'ar, lntt
Pre . ll arri ·o n. H e served in this capacity
an English m~n of war, :ent ~orth un<l·r
until 1 43, in :-.lay, when he re igned. IT e
the thin veil of another 11ag, to stnk and de
a,r;ain retired to private life to devote his
struy our merchantmen. .\n ~:ngli ·h c~p·
entire time to law, but in the winter of 1X44
tain tonk her to the .\ zu res. \\'her • other Ln
45 he wa.· re -elected to the U. S. Senate. I Ie
glish vessels brought her ~rms~ a~nmuni
SUJ>portcd <'lay's 'om promise in r8so. ln
tion, anti the 'onfedcrall! ( aptam ...,o.:.mmes
July 1 ' so Pre ·. Taylor died and \ 'ice Pre .
with additional men. After Captain ~em me~
Filmore becoming Pre ident, appointed .\lr.
had cap ured over si. ty vessc:b he sailed tu
\ eb ter ."ecretary of ."tate. !lis Ia. tim Chcrbourg, France. Early in 1~6: < ' aptai n
portant forensic argument was on the Ind ian
John A. \\"inslo\\', ol the L. ~- - ;1\')',. wa
1-tul.Jber Patent cau ·eat Trenton,inJ1.n. 1,' 52.
sent, in c<lll\mand of the Stear 1 loop I c,u
Ile dieol at :-.rar hfield
ct. 24, 1 . ) 2 . - - argc, to cruise un the coast of Emope for
(c) Rubert Young Hayne, a di tingui ... hcd
the Ala ham a and her,\ . o inte \'e ·.,el .• \lt cr
merican orator, was born in the parish of
cruising about for. 11tne time, h · lc<Hlll!d th.1t
."aint Paul, ." outh 'arolina , in 1791. Ilc
the .\lab.11na was at Cherbourg, I· ran c ·. II·
tudied law and became eminent in hi pro
imme<liatcly sailed f or that p rt, nnd too~ up
fe ·sion . In 1 1 ' he wa cho en ."peaker of
a po ition r,ff the famous brca~wnt~r. Cap
the legt lature d 'outh 'ar lina,which ·ta c
tain Semme · was now, for the hr~t t11ne, plac
he :epre en ted in the U . ." . ." en ate from 1 '2
edina po itillll \\ her• h · \\IIUI~I ·ith ·r ha\'e
to 1 32. In Jan. 1 30 he made an eloquent
to ti~ht the Kcarsarcre, or sulmut to he block
peech in the ·.:nate tu which 2\lr. Wc b,ter
adcd IJy a hip in every way a fair match for

6o8 .
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him. Putting a bold face upon his situation,
he challenged Captain Winslow, of the Kearsage. This was accepted , and the news of
the approaching battle soon spread, and was
telegraphed in every direction.
Crowds
came down from Paris, yachts collected,and
13ets were freely made upon the result.
At length, on Sunday morning, June 19th,
1864, the Alabama steamed out of Cherbourg,
accompanied by the French iron clad frigate
Couronne. The French frigate accompanied the Alabama only so far as to make it
certain that she would not be attacked until
beyond the marine league, or line of French
jurisdiction. The Alabama was first seen by
the Kearsarge at about 10:30 A. M., and the
Kearsarge immediately headed seaward, not
only to avoid all questions of jurisdiction,
but to draw Semmes so far from the shore
that, in case his vessel should be partially
disabled in the coming fight, she could not
escape by running into French waters. Having reached a point about seven miles from
the shore, the Kearsarge turned short on her
heel, and steered straight for the Alabama.
The moment the Kearsarge came round the
Alabama sheered, presenting her starboard
battery, and slowed her engine. In a few
minutes, the ships were brought broadside to
broa lside, but it soon became eviden t that
Semmes did not intend to fight a close action,
and Winslow began to fear that he would
make for the shore and escape. To prevent
this, Winslow kept his vessel at full speed,
intending to run under the stern of the Alabama and secure a raking position. To avoid
this, the Alabama sheered, so as to keep her
broadside to the Kear arge, and as both vessels were under a full head of steam, they
were forced into a circular movement, teaming in opposite directions round a common
center with the current setting them to the
westward. The firing of the labama was
very rapid. During tht first 18 minutes not
a man was injured on board the Kearsarge.
Then a 68 pound Blakely shell passed
through the starboard bulwarks, about the
main rigging, and exploded on the quarterdeck, '" ounding three men,one of whom aften ards died of his wound. This was the
only casualty among the crew of the Keararge during the whole engagement. The
firing of the Kearsarge was so deliberate that
in one hour's time she had reduced the Alabama to a complete wreck, and two minutes
later she ank .
Thus ended one of the most remarkable
naval battle of modern times. The effect
was not only noticable in America, but in
the whole world as well. The short-lived
triumph in which England indulged turned
out to be about a co tly a plea ure as she
could well have taken; and deeply mortified
as we were that the succes ful rover of the
sea should e cape our watchfulcrui er , and
o long pur ue, unmolested, her work of de
struction, in the end the pride of England
was more deeply and bitterly wounded than

ours, while at the same time she was held
responsible for the destruction of our property. England will probably have reason to
remember the Alabama quite as long as the
Americans.
SCIENCE OF EDUCATIO
(Applicant to answer any eig!tt.)
I. What are the advantages resulting from hav
ing suitable school grounds?
2. Name some of the most important apparatus
with which you think every elementary
school should be supplied.
3· What is the main idea of the kindergarten
school?
4· What is the chief reason for the establishment
of fre e kindergartens in the large cities?
5· What do you regard as the leading elements
of governing power?
6. When it is said that all regulations or rules of
the school grow out of the nature of the
school itself, what do you understand to be
meant?
7· Many children enter the school having bad
habits of expression . What would you do
to remedy this?
8. By what means would you seek to give the pupil the leading geographical conceptions?
Why?
9· In assigning lessons, what points require par ·
ticular care on the part of the teacher?
10. Parents and others frequ ently attribute ill
health to over study. Doe your observa
tion confirm this opinion? If not. to what
causes do you attribute such cause?
A S\VER .
1. The surroundings always have much to do
with the entire character of the people.
2. Blackboards, crayons, globes, chart .
3· To give the children plenty of exercises which
they will enjoy, and which will start them
along lines that they must follow in after
life.
4·

hildren in large citie haYe fewer natural opportunities for the exercise proper to childhood, than children living in the country.
5· A proper knowledge of life, elf control, and
love for the children.
6. Laws are only the expre ion of the need of
the community.
7· Chiefly, use correct expre ·ions y ur elf, and
occasionally call their attention to their own
plaine t mi take .
8. By showing them the geography of the neighborhood.
9· The point that would be mot likely to con ·
fuse the pupil in getting out the le .on .
10.
To. To badly arran ged home and -choolroom , and improper care of the b dy bad
clothing bad food, bad exerci e, and bad
talk at home.
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